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Six of the se\'ert members of the exccuti\e staff of the Ho"·ard Universil)' Student Association (HUSA) left
\\'fiinesday n1orning to an undisclos<"d location in Northern Africa for
\\ ha1 thev called an ··international
~1l1de1\t 1eadership " 'orkshop ." According to HUSA Vice. Presi. dent Y\•onne Brooks. the sp«ifics of '
• the 1rip could not be released because
public knowledge of the infonnation ·
"ould put certain ''people's li,·es in
jeopardy.··
On the trip are Brooks, HUSA
Prl-sident Ona Alston. Financial ..\.d\'isor Kenyatta Slade, Concerns and
Grei,•ances DirectoT Georgette
Greenley. Research and lkvelopment
Institute Director Quinton Stovell
and Chip Ellis; HUSA public rela·
tions representative. Others, who
either attend or work for the university, are on the triP but could not be
identified .
Accord'ing lo Byron Harris , director of H USA activities and the only
HUSA exeCutive member not traveling 10 Africa, the HUSA members
were. invited to attend by the country hosting th'e conference, and fun ding for the trip came from ...personal'' means .
The exact location of the conference in Northern Africa remains
unkno\\rn . According to Ona Alston,
the location was not disclosed in

H. U. Security
charged with
bodily <JS$aUlt

fcred to go on the trip and ;ukcd to
remain unnamed, that the group
traveled to eith'cr Libya or Morroco.

order to ensure that the goals of the
conference were met .
''\Ve regret that we can't give out
an)•morc information. but the safety
of those ..-.·ho arc traveling musj be
considered.•• Alston said.
••\\'hy docs evenrone need to know
where ..-.·e'rc going? A selec1 group of
Ho\\·ard s1udents arc going to Africa.
l can't sa~· an)·lhing else,"said
Brooks.
''It (the trip) is not uni\•ersity fundro·. and they are not representing the
uni,·ersi~y." said Raymond Archer,
director of Studenl Acrt,·ities. Archer
did not den)' kno"'ing the groups'
destination but declined to comment
on that fact .
''The)' ha,·en't gi,·en me an~· information,•• said Vincent Johns. dean of
Studtnt Life and·Activities. "The trip
is not university related in ari'y shape
or form . It is a personal trip and the
uriiversity is not responsible for \\ hat
happens while the)' are there. "
Johns also stated that the trip is not
funded by the uni,·ersity.
t
The trip was not " 'elt-publicized .
Although Alston told., the general
assembly about an invitation to the
conference during a poOrl)' attended
HUSA meet'ing, official notice of
\\'ho "'as going and when came on the
same day of the group's departure.
Reports on when the group " 'iii
return continue to confl!ct. Officials,
1

including university administrators
and HUSA members. ha,·e charted
the group's arrival date _b ack to the
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\From teft) HUSA o fficials, A lston. Broo!..s, Stovell. and Slade . four of the s1"' that
Dlowun 1 and Steel Pu lse member David Hines .

United States on either bet . 2, 4, 6
or 9.
·Some student leaders of other
organizations were surprised by the
gr·)Up's actions and unaware of their
inten1ions regarding the trip. ''I had

According to a reprcsmtaive of the
Morrocan embassy, no student
leadership confcrmccs arc being held
in their country during the remainder
of 1986.
However. Salem Zubeidy of the
People's Commitltt for Libyan
Students, pan of the Libyan mission
to the U.N., confirmed that there~
-,
a conference being held for interna"i . .
tional studen1s in Libya, but wo
not give an exact date for the
meeting. ••Detailed information
about our conferences can only be
given out with . authorization,••
'4
Zubicdy said.
Libya is one of the four countries
I
· · including Nonh Korea, Vietnam and '
Cuba, for which passports are not
readily validated, according to
•
Steve Sena of thC U.S. Stale Depan- ~
meat, Passpon Divison. Sena stated
that no 01her African countries have
traveling restrictions like those
against Libya.
,
Since Dec. 1980, passport validation to Libya has ceased and acco,r ·
ding to title 15, section 1488 of the
U.S. Code, transponation to and
left for A fr1cO . po~ \v 1th Thembo
• spending money in Libya is a direct
i·-.,
' 'iolation of a presidential proclaima" 'hat she kn'Cw was very vague. ''All tion. which can result in criminal prothey said l's that they were going 10 S(CUtion upo11 rCtum to the U.S. ProAfrica. No one really said anything secution or such crimes can result in
such penalties as imprisonment, a
else," Mo1ley said.
There ha,s been specula1ion by fine or the permanent restriction
some Howard student.s , "ito were of- from overseas traveling.

no idea tha this trip was Cven plann·
ed .• ;
said
·Lloyd
Royal,
undergraduate trustee. ''It is news to
me that they are going.''
Erica Motley, UGSA coordinator,
said that she knew about the trip, but

•

Poor shuttle service
sparks student petition
About 25 students loaded the bus, 20 ,
of whom were women.
Hilliop Staff Reporter
The conflict between the students
Meridian Hill shuttle riders and Lucas was that the schedu&e inpresented a petition with over 100 dicates the shuttle would stop runn·
~iJ.patures to James Coleman, assis- ing at 10 p _m.
iant for special programs in rcsidcnc:c
Even though the bus is to stop runlife calnplaining about poor sliut1le ning at 10, -.C.udents said many drivers
service.
"
.
wou Id rpa,k·e ~n' µtore " counesy
Students say the problem is the run'' for any students that may be
result of bus drivers dot following t:oming ffom a fate campus event.
schedules .and too fe"'' buses running Lucas Was unfamili~ with such
at designated rush times. Howard ••courtesy runs,'' thcj" said.
University officials hQwever, say the
Thompson said that the drivers
problem stems from students waiting must commuicatc inore and realize
until the last few minutes before a class ••jf you're going to f.O by the schedule
to catch a shuttle.
on one Friday night, notify the .
The petition sparked by a Meridian. students prior to the 10 p.m. Friday
··shuttle bus. incident that occurcd last evening,•• she added . ••And please do
Friday night.
not leave 20 females stranded."
At approximately IO p.m. on Sept.
After an hour long bus ''sit-in'' by
19, several students.were waitjng at the students and after calling the
the campus main gate for what they Howard Univcristy campus police ,
thought would be the last shuttle to Lucas toolc the -suidents back top
the domitorics.
Meridian_
When the meridian shuttle came, ''If a demand for an extra run (on
students began 10 crowd around the Friday nights) is occded the schedule
bus. Actording to studcnls .who were can be adjusted an extra half hour.••
present, the driver, Charles Lucas., Coleman said.
began to shake his head to indicate
He then added, ••Activities put on
that he was not going to Meridian during special times will require
Hill Hall.
spccial transportation arrangmicnts.
''I staned knocking on the window But we've found from our research
for him to kt us in and he showed me in the past that Friday nights arc
the sched\llc: (holding it up to the win- rather dead, unless special activities
dow), •• said Deidra Lopez, senior take place.••
Meridian rcside'Dt. SbC added that
As fu as other shuttle complaiotsLucas told him that bl: had just made are concerned, Coleman said be has
his last run.
met with student representatives from
Whmthebuspulledilptothegatc, Sutton Plaza, Eaton Towers, Mcria student got off the bus:" ''He dian Hill and Pilrk Square~ form(Lucas) explained the young lady~- ed a committee to monitor thcr buses.
ed him to take her to campus and th&t
Thccommitte is one of the IOcomit was bis duty to take her to the main mittces in which elected offic•rs of
gate, and that he was going to the ••the Residence Hal.I Advisory Cuncil
garage," said senior, Robbie ThomP'- scrvc:-: Each doniitory has an advisory
son, also .a Meridian resident. ,.. ~..council made up of student residents.
Accodring to the students, t~., ..- When Students come to complain
dri~cr opened the door agaiD, to . fX- about shuttle service, he said, ··1 inpl8J.n to the~ . why be wo~~ ~~ vite their panicipation to serve on the
return to Mcndian. Upon domg th!
l:ommittc:e and I give them bus com1
scvcral students piled onto the st~s pl3int forms.'' On these forms
of the bus and demanded to be taken ' studCnts rccOrd the bus number, time
to the dorm. When Lucas again .· of the incident and their complaint '.
refused/ they sat down Ion the. seats
"If it is a valid comolaint, like-the
and more , studeatVµJJ)~ ,s~it. O ':°91ia~ Oii ,zr 11
,
By 0.wne Gibson

By Raebel L. Swams

-

Hilltop Staff Rcpoi:tcr

A Howard University student has
charged campus security with assault
and defamation or character in a
complaint filed with the Ho.,.,.ard
University Student Association office
on Thursday.
Kingsley Aduaka. a junior in the
School of Architecture, alleged that
campus police tackled him to the
ground_when he questioned a security officer's reasoning for , asking
students without Howard idcntificatioit cards 10 leave the School of Architecture where they were working
after midnight on Wednesday,
September 24.
Charges have not been. leveled
against security, hO'li''C\'er, said Alan
Hcrmcsch, Ho..-.·ard University
spokesman.
''If the .c harges art made they will
be investigated,•· Hennesch said.
·· Bison reserve quonerbock John Jo"'1s fumb1es leading to o Bethune-Cookman recovery and touchdown 1n o 30 - 6 Ho Wilr\l
· Byron Harris, HUSA 's acting:
loss . See sports page I 0 .
•
president while the cxmitivc staff at'
tends a conference ' in Africa, said
that he plans to com.pond or meet
wjth security to ascertain what
pappened.
••Then 't\"C'll decide whether any
••At first we decided on by International Day coordinator Gia
further action should be taken,•• he
By Dnaaa Parktr
said.
'
~
••u"'iano, ••which we thought meant \Vigfall because "all people, no mat)iilltop Staff Reporter
'We Arc One,' but after some ter where they arc from, are basicalPolice records indicate that
Aduaka was arrested for unlawful .
Blu'c and ..-.·bite stream.Crs decorate research we found out it did not ly struggling for the same thing. We
entry into the School of*Architccturc
the )'&rd_. Close by, ma1ching mean •we Arc One,' so \\'C decided arc struggling to prescrve'. our cultural
at l:SO a.m. on Wednesday, accorballoons swing in the breeze. On to say it in English,'' Pro,idencc said. · heritage in an cffon to understand
ding to George Bellengcr, a Third
The committee has been \\'Orking what we arc struggling for today."
campus, a blue-and-white neon sign
Activities for International Day inDistrict police officer. Both Aduaka
spells out the words ''Welcome on Homecoming since early June •.
and security agree on those facts. But
and is. anxious to sec the festivities clude dance groups such as the·
Home'' and a similar message nashcs
Native-American Pc:rformin& Ensanthat's where the similarity ends.
begin.
across the library's clock.
••1 told the officer that some or the
Belinda H . Lighlfoqt, faculty ad- blc, Muzcmzsi; an Afro-Brazilian
The reason for all the ''hut>bu"b''
dance group, Nritya Rangam, an
.students who would have to leave
i
is ''.Homecoming '86. "This year's visor for Homecoming, said ''
Easl Indian group, the Trinidad Steel
stayed far away from school and
that this Homccoming1 •
as
theme is ··we Are One," and "R:corBand and The Memory of African
were presently working on a pr.cscncessful as last year, if ot be er."
ding to Homecoming Public elatation," Aduaka said in his
''It is certainly proj
o be a Culture Dance Group .
tions Dircctor·Jenn•fer Providen~. it
Other activities for the day include
complaint.
· "ties.
was chosen because the committee very outstanding wee
''The officer chose 001 to address
We have new program
be includ- a story-telling session with East In••wanted something that meant-unity ' ••
ed this year." said Ricky Wilkins, dian storyteller Minati Roy and Griot
0 Coati•Hd o• , ... 4
Djimo Kouyate, and an International
chairman of Homecoming.
Wilkins said a major highlight of Business Forum, with Dr. Rohen
Homecoming will be the concert on Edgar of the-African Studies departOct. I I featuring Mcli-sa Morgan ment speaking on ''The Aftereffects
with special guest Colonel Abrams . of South African Divestment.••
''I'm trying to show that people
Committee members had originally
· common. I'm trying to
tried to book singing artist Anita have thi
about ~ more complete
Baker, but Providence said ''the pro- br
cess took · too long and we got aw eness of the international cdmbumped since we did not have a sign- munity,''Wigfall said.
Traditionally one of the most
ed-contract. ''Other artists being considered were Roy Ayers and Janet popular homccomina evf#Us to be
Jackson, but Providence said the ar- · held is the Ms. Howard' ~.
• Disl1icl .,;,..;ng bill p. J ._
tists were not on tour and asking Oct. 4 at 7 p.m. in cramtbn
prices exceeded ·the concert's Auditorium. Queens from IO schools
will vie for the title of Ms. Howard .
p. 8
allocated budget.
'
Homecoming actiVitics kick-off Participants will be from the School
• llack w2111 aRd la1ls1 haa•
Oct. 2 with a Pre-Homecoming par- of Engineering, the Collqe of
ty, to be held at 1The Mirage Liberal Arts, the School of Business,
p. 2
.
nightclub, 1330 19th St., 1N,W. Pro- the School of Communications, the
• How-4 al•stslli'•
vidence said the committee hopes to College oflaw, the College of Allied
sec 700 tO 1000 people· at the event. Health, the Collqc of Nunina. the
achi1 waszsazsl1 p. 7
The next event, on Oct.3, is a College of Fin• Arts and the School
Homecoming happy hour at 9 p .m . of Human Ecology.
'Ju'ce' • Jpa a 1 at
On Oct. 5, there will be a memorial
at Woodies Hilltop Pub, 2718
McDoaaldi opeaing. p. 8
service at 11 a.m. in Rankin Chapel
Georgia Ave .
International Day is scheduled for for Howard students and faculty who
Oct.4 in the Blackburn Center. The have passed away over the last year.
Also l<heduled for Oct. ' is the
theme is ''We arc One in tile Strug.t
gle for Justice and Freedom\ <;hoscn D Coatiaeed oa pap 11 ·

1

Homecoming events scheduled
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Reggaefestival h1gh/1ghts
Jqmaican ·culture, .heritage
· By Daw• Gibson

•

Hilltop Staff Rcpon.er

Washington D.C.'s fifth annual
Regaae Festival took over Banneker
FICld, at Sixth Strt:ct and Georgia
Avenue N.W., last Sunday with what
its planners said was the laraest ,turnout ever.
''This is the biaesJ crowd attendance since we've · started.'' said
Carlos Daley, event coordio..or for
the festivol, which took Pl"' from 12
p.m. to 10 p,m.
Pc:rf1>1tllll11 at the fativol indud·
cd: Carl Mal<..m and PoRive Vibn·
tion Band, Qynares and Sky,
Thunder and Lishtmilll. PlutOl'ia.

Barriqton Levy, Barbara Jona;
Owen Gray, Biunmy Man and Earl

XVI.

Crowds of people roamed the field
singing, dancing, and catina. The
Caribbean spirit was in the air.
whether it was from the rhythmn of
instruments or the aroma of curried
chicken or goat_
Business was boomina for mildews
on th< festival - srouads. l'yrlinid
Food vendor, Tabin Husha, Nici,
••we started at 11 and before thinp
could get ready, peojlk sumd coming. I'm sure we're &oina to run out
•of food.''
PyrODJid sold Jamaican beef pat·
ties with JarNican juices, all beef hot
dopudbalfsmokes.
The purpooe the f..-m.·..i, """" din1 to Daley, wu •6to prMI LU re&·
. . allic in/W .
D.C., '' he
Nici. "
-the music - IOI ID
idea of Jun•icM culture.''
Daley ""cl' i lhlt the feolivol'1 pur-

or
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Med student's" proposal
focuses on solutions to
'paternal uninvolvement'

'

Howard
displays
history··
•

BJ Dulel B.

Hilltop Scaff lcpoewr

survey and found that ••SS percent
outstanding.
Back in Newark. he discovered
had their education interrupted for
Hill1op S1aff R~r1r1
some reason ... 34 . percent were . that in dealing with thc 'teen fathers.
unemployed and desired help in fin- as a group that he said ••many agencies contend that ... arc so difficult to
ding a good job.••
''The objectives of the program enlist.•• he ran into a hurdle that he
In the United States today more
than one million adolescents get preg- were to educate teen fathers rcgar- · was not prepared for.
The Me'dical Clinic staff
nant each year, and or .rhe S00.000. ding pregnancy, decrease pregnancy·
births 1hat occur, mOre than half or related dropouts from school, aid in Stereotyped the fa.thcrs as an irthe teens that give birth arc married. the employment potential of the responsible victiplizcr w~o dcno"'crs
so slate statistics compiled by the fathers and strengthen the family young women.'' He clauns that the
mediCaf staff, after being exposed to
U.S . Department ·or Health and structure by increasing paternal inthe seemingly endless stream of teen
fluence,•• said Roberson.
Human Services.
coming
from
the
By having the men participate in mothers
or thoSe births nearly half are to
black adolescents who are tw'ice as peer-group sessions with other expec- economically depressed areas of
unlikely to get married as white tant fathers, and by following up Newark, and th~ accompanying spew
youth. These statistics are not new·10 with private one-on-one meetings of horror stories has impugned the
the black community. but what is with the men ''where- they could objectivity the health professional
lte-A' is the awareness that the unwed speak on any issue they chose'' and must have.
Television such as the one hosted
father is the partner in the pregnan- ·~ would allot time to ·a ddress the parcy wh<> has been unju.stly shut out or ticipants individual needs," Rober- by Bill Moyers on CBS o.n the alleg·
eel disintigration of the black family
the pre-natal and post natal care or son explained.
As the program progressed, Rober- last spring, have had a similar affect
the child.
.
To alleviate the situation of tht' son ran into several obstacles, on the population there. solidifying
''forgotten ~een father'', James C . "Although SmithKline Beckman these stereotypes that they arc right.
Roberson II, a third year student at Foundation sent the grant funds to and simultaneously destroying the
the Howard University School of Howard University in ample time, l ego or the males he met in Newark.
''People there in the community
Medicine, proposed an eight-week did not recieve the funds until Aug.
pilot program to assess and address 12. four days before the completion · won't speak to a person they think is
the needs or this forgotten parent .•• of the program. Howaid Medical with the press, because they think
Awarded a: grant from tbe School recicved the check on June they'll just have their misery and pro-.
. blems beamed across America,••
SmithKline Beckman Foundation 17.''
The Medical School claimed that claimed Roberson.
and the National Fund.Jor Medical
Aside from those obstacles and the
Education. he developed an eight- the check had not cleared several
week progran1 this summer at the times, had been lost between the ones faced by breaking down the bar·
Maternal and Infant Care Clinic at ~1edical building and the administra· riers between himself and the fathers
the University of Medicine & l>en· tio n building, and his dean _was on .. who had t}\eir own ''different
tistry of New Jersey, Newark branch . .- vacation . He contacted-Student Ac- ideoligies'' about themselves and the
Roberson recruited fathers from counts. who mailed the check to the world ouside or their neighborhood,
the surrounding Newark communit)' wrong place and did not put a stop Roberson enjoyed the experience
between the ages of 14 and 24. Most o n it until it had been returned and immensely.
''It was a worhtwhile endeavor. If
of the men . · who "''ere black and even after that, Roberson has still not
hispanic, ¥.·ere first time fathers . recieved l)i.s money, and now has some young medical student who
From this group, Roberson took a debts incurred by thC program still could be hanaing at Virginia Beach

The Howard University Ma1e ••

located in Founders Li~, recc .:

By Daai<I B. Sparks

I

s, ...

p

ly unveiled a new exhibit that

Shroni:cles Howard's history from its

1ncept1on to the present.
..
Museum curator Scott Baker, an
1972 H.U. graduate with a dqiec in
Art Hmory, coiiceived and con- \.

·structed the display which consists of
six antique display cases kxated in
the first floor corridor acrOll from

•

the Moorland Spingam Research

Center.
The display, w!Uchcontains .... aol
publications by Howard's founder
General Oliver Otis Howard, includes
early architeCtural drawinp d> &A•i•11
Howard's buildings and dormiloria
as well as early editions of the Biaoa
yearbook and Hilltop newspoper. •
"Usually only during Holll«OID·
ing and Convocation do people
usually stop by ... and examine the ex·

,

•

hibits on display at the museum and
that's sad,'' said Baker. who took the

reigns of the museum only this year.
He said, "People p;w by these
cases everyday and lay the books on

•
~

.

.

Mini• 'J. JOMS/Umiv. lldatiHs

'

Medical studen~ Jomes Robeson developed _a program to assist teenage fOthers
with 'the responSibilities of fatherhood .
~give

•

up his summer for this, them
maybe people will thirik that they can
do something themselves,•• he said.
''T~e magnitude of this problem.
!he invisible m.an in teen pregnancy.
is much larger than I believed. It is
a multifaceted problem which must
be combatted on nun1erous fronts.••
Roberson wrote in' his report on the
program. H.e. added, ••1 realize that
a program to counter this un·
favorable cycle needs a great deal of

them without really examinina the

contents inside. We really wanted tO
have a display that caught the eye."

The cases also include numerous
pictures and newspaper clippinp

manpower. networking. and funfrom the past. featuring a shot from
ding! ·tt must examine and counter
a 1969 Hilltop with a lean and dapthe many ·d ifferent forces which
per newly appointed President James
perpetuate P.Btcmal
uninvolvemcnt.
'"
1
Chcc.k and another article, cclcbn."
Presently Roberson is on rotation tiong the opening of Cook Hall. exat D.C. General Hospital and stays tolling its modem conveniences and
in contact with the outreach worker
stato-of-ttie-an-dcsign.
-.-.·ho took his slot in Newark . He has
The display will be on exhibit for ~
also been approached by the Office an extended period in Founders, and
of the Mayor here in D.C. to be a
the community is encol.llage(l to stop
consultant for a teen fathers program by •nil look into the past, free of
soon to be started.
charge.

Black men's workshop.
u}ges supports, not sex .
'

•.

By Alonza Robertson

--

Hilltop Staff Report«

- - - -

'

•

'

task before black men wip be diff•
,_The mack, or manhood-does not ;,.,ult. "Jl!e ' only place that ·'iliccib
before w9rlt,. is ;ii\ tbe dii:4ie~n4 oq. ~ 11}~1!.} sq:l!Jll pe!.f'Qr.,_ com~
ionary.' ,i.: oi .. ..
,mance. accoraing to Rev . Lewis M.
Anthony, keynote speaker at the
''Black Men in the Lives of Black
1Children workshop and conference

held Saturday at the Howard University Institute for Urban Affairs. .

i

Were virill time take us next?

~ an in_formatlon utopia where knowle4ge belongs to Clo'Cl')'One'? To ~ afie when the computer

•

,

comes, ~nc with communications and thought tra,-e)s e''Cl')'Where. anywhere aiid at an)'time?
To a bra,·e ne""· -.·orld whett electronic intuition soJ,-e~ the impossible problems that ba''C
followed us through histol')"?
Getting to this future first is ~our mission .
\Ve're Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), established as the
· central source for the re8Carch an'd technologies that wilJ. enabl~ the
Jlcll Operating Companies to meet the needs of the future.
'
\\'~., are working in attas that include software dc,-elopmen~

-

applied research; informatk>n systems; systems engineering;
network planning senices; and equipment assessment.
Our purpo_s e is to know more. understand more~ see more
80 that we can provide othen with the expert advice the)' need
in ·man)· different technical and scientific areas. Our mandate
is to pl'O\ide leading edge ·answers. The Bell Operating Companies
loak to us for the the software and technologies they need
to operate efficiently.
-

.

\\'e are a 'brain trust• that imagines a ne•· tomorrow.
\Ve ba,·e opportunltles: at our northern and central New
Jersey locations for individuals with PhD. ~fS or BS
degrees ln Electrlcal Engineering, Computer Science,
~fathesn.atlcs, Operations R£scarcb or Ph)'&ics.
.

'

•

~

'

If )'OU want
to write the
technological
bannonJes that the future
will play, sign up at the Career
Planning and Placement Office to

"
•.

Interview with us
on ea•••pus
Oetober 31
•

AltemaUvely, · eend your reaume, det1tlta·1 ~ur education
and experience to: M1n1cer, Technical Employment, Bell
Comm.unlcaUon• Rcae~ RRC. Department lll7 / 4139/ 86,

CN 1300, Placataway, New Jeney 08854.
An eqa.ol opportunity employer

•

Commu,ntcadon• i• our middle n11111e.
•

•

The workshop was aimed to · address the issues currently confronting
black men.

Anthony, the director of the Con·
grcssional District Office of Delegate
Walter Fauntroy, delivered the address to appr9ximately 100 grandfathers, fatherS, sons, and others who

attended the
workshops.

four

"' ''Someone once said that the only
way to survive is lo remain necessary.
Well therCis no longer any economic
reason for black people to exist,••
said Anthony . ''Before we plucked
the fields, built the railroads, and
took care or children. But now, for
the first time in history, there is no
reason for us to exist."
The only way to prevent genocide
is to remain necessary, he said.
Rephrasing a famous statement of

Martin Luther King Jr, Anthony said

'
\

•

remarks. He emphasized hifl:> aspira·

tions. self-esteem, racial pnde. sense
of power. supervision. and spirtual
foundations as the common·
characteristics or successful black
men today.
In addition, practical information
was offered at the four workshops
presented by various area specialist.
The ''Law and Parenthood''
workshop examined child support, .
child custody, and visitation rights.
''The Reconstituted Family: Yours,
Mine and Ours'' dealt with the problems experienced by black men dur ...
ing remarriage and the handling of
step children.
~
''The Exploring Father'' work.shop
focused on how black men can
positively affect the growth and
developm~nt of their children.
.
. The - fourth work.shop, ''Teen
Fathers as Parents'' became an open
forum when Dr. Jonnie L. Fairfax,
t~c workshop presenter, was unab&e -~

that for the black race in America ''it
is midnight in the hour of ocial
order.•• The only way to reve se the
disorder is for black men to st d u ,
he said.
~ ''We have lost our sense or history.
We have lost our sense or intcrconnectiveness, or family. And we lost
our sense of God,'' he said.
''History is important because it
establishes a point or originality.
History, values, and love. are to auend. AudlCtlCC discussion focustransmitted through the family.
ed on the problem of get.tin& teen
''If we don't have a sense for famifathers more involved with their prca·
ly then we will continue to head for
nant girlfriends.
destruction. If we don't know God, . , Different local programs, Such u
then we don't have a measure or what
the Center for Youth Services and the
Howard University Hospital's
is right and what is wrong.''

Anthony further encouraged black
men to be fathers by being good
husbands to thcif..,wives and positive

Festival

Adolescent and Infant dcvelopm !I '
programs were taracted as potential :

l

~

aid to those in n : . 'P

1

pose was also t9 ''promote.friendship Jamaican and I'm~ to briaa the
culltan," ·
between Americans and Carib· children up in his ktnd
Cox said. She added_ ·• I think it's
beans.''

r,

One participant at the festival, good for black children to be • ...,.
Greta Cox, said friendship betwee11 ed to all types of culture and Clf*WI.
black Americans and Carlbbezm is ly since it'• part of their father'•
roots.''
.
needed, COJt said.
Ealy attended purely for the atior·
•'nie Howard ~ community should be ·
In the meat of the mmk. ••t•ve alaQS0llb
festival as well as take part,'' he re11Kmusic, C\ieA before k WM ?'
ed rerr c,'' be aaid.
added.
To make the fatinl nm
Carl Ealy of Columbia, Md. at·
nopdnd.
tended the fatlval and expRIMCI bla a lot of prepua1ion ''Assoon•tllilll' ''1twe• n
disappointment at the poor Howard
•pin ror next ,.....•• .... llollbr
Univasity attendance.
"Howard Uni•ality shoulcl be Newby , festival r-rd1r uil
here because the mllllc is nw ••ber of the Oi
Political. Howard u11i'mo1t1, MIDI Accordina to -Nc:wby, µq 1ri11
the fatival II dlfllt:llll INI •as
. the lllitome and llOlll and~ oftbe for
_..
ben
• 'l
•
black communizy, should be ...,.tee m«n•
.1 •• 1112 •
~N!Oe..
wby aald boc>li' 1 p 12ta 111 fl
rc~i:.ted~ ::1J.:i~ for a dlfllcull llld ca nlJP. It 11111. •

'

'e''•

are"•'

varietv of reuou.

•

scheduled

••we arc in trouble, it is late but
it is not too late. We must a•in the
inspiration to seek our aspirations so
we can reach our destinations.'' be
said evoking quite a few amens from
the audience.
''Black men you can go to sleep,
or you can wake up, and become the
,source or salvation to your people,'"
he said.
Dr. Lawrence E. Gray. a professor
at Howard University. and presently
a professor at Hunter Col)qein New
York. also ~elivercd opening

1

l

l
j

'

!I
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Bell
Communications
Reae~rch

role models to their children.
Anthony acknowledged that the

11
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Co_u ncil's passage' of drinkjng bill
·marks concern over local fatalities

•

..

--

. .- .

'71

ByJulce Marrey
Hilltop Starr

•

I

Rcpon~r

'

Yielding to pressure by Congress
Fnasdao Crowdlt Jr.fht ttaH10, and other local jurisdictions. the
Borbora Moff1T gives. ~ood during The A lpha Phi ,
D.C. Council voted on Tuesday to
Omega blood drove . \
.
·
•
raise t'h e lCgal drinking age in the ·
District •to 21 years old. The bill
would amend the current law that sets
18 as the legal drinking age for wine
and beer.
,
By a vote of 10-3.the council voted
on emergency legislation that would
· take effect o'n September 30. The bill
I
includes a ''grandfather'' clause that
surgeries because of the black would allow young people already 18
By Caryolyn Head
•
population . is largely B paitive, '' to conintue to be able to purchase
.
Hilltop S1aff Reporter
,
Diand Davis said, supervisor. of the alcohol in the District.
~----~-~----The emergency action was proBlood Bank at 'Howard University
··. The' American Red C ross has an· Hospital. ''We have blood drives mpted by the October I deadline for
ilpunced that the blood supply is at every year, and it is important that the District to raise its legal drinking
age to 21 or lose federal funds for
iin all-time· low, especially in the peoole donate.• •
'
• Washngton-region.
In response ·to the shortage, the highways that total about $8 million.
''We only have a one-day supply Alpha Phi Omega National Scrivces Councilwoman Betty Anne Kane (Dof blood,'' Iris Ruffin of the Red Fraternity Inc. sponsored a blood At Large), WilhemCna Rolark ~D
CroS;S said·. ''We usually have enough drive in the Armour J . Blackbu'rn Ward g), and John Ray (D-At Large)
voted against the emergency legislablood for five days."
. •. .
Center on Sept. 23rd and . 24th .
tion. Kane said, ''I'm tired of being
''On the average; we need to col·
, ''We accepted this prcijcct because threatened by Congress.''
lect 850 units of blood per day to
maintain an ·a dequate sUpply,' ' Alpha Phi Omega i~a national serCouncilman Ray opposed the bill,
•. Carbery Morrow of the Red C ross- vice fraternity," C pter President saying, ''There is no erilergency.''
said, ''Npw we really need to collect Fritz Gerald Jean sai · ''We perform Ray sQggested that the council coul~
' IOOO ·units a day to h.elp build up our services under fa._ur different vote on legislation that would raise
•
categories--naitonal, ·community, the drinking age in its own time and
FnwKlno Crowdle Jr.rn.e HIRtop
inventory.••
1
Blood donations, Morrow added , camp,us and fraternity . This blood not bow to pressure from Congress,
Counc1lmembers met Wedenesdoy n19h1 10 hear testimony for groups both for and ogoinst the ro1s1ng of the drinking age from
18 ta 21 1n the 01s1r1c1 for beer and wine . Debote continued on unlit 12 :30 o . m. wl'len tl'le counc1l l 1nolly voted 10-3 1n favor
usually decrease during three times of drive is both a national and a com- Maryland or Virginia.
The council has come under fire in
of The emergency legislat+on that ro ised the drinking age. which came directly from the mayor's office. Groups such os Mother ' s
the year-the s~mmer vacation, Labor munity project.••
t:
•
• •
•
Aga ins t Drunk Onving j MAOD) ond student organ1zoT1ons from A merican . George Wosh1ngton ond Georgetown univers111es op·
Day weekend, and the Christmas''The. general Howard concensus ~ecent w~ks ~or its J>?Sltion O? r~speored 10 lobby 1tie bill .
New Year season.
is that people are afraid to give 1ng the dnnk1ng age ~n. the D1str1ct.
,
\
\
blood
,••
Christopher
Payne
said,
Pressure
on
the
counc1l
1ncr~
last
''A
young·
couple
may
marry
at
the
bill.
Joan
.
C
otbOY.,
spokesperson for Universities and Trinity College came
•:These are times when many people are on vacation and can not social vice-president. ''They tend to weekei:td when three Bo~1e y~uths age of 18, but they cannot lift their Mothers AgaigSt Drunk Drivers to protest the bill. The students wore
)\ere k1l~ ~~automobile accident glasses to toast in celebration,'' (MADD) wasrPleased with the vote. buttons which read, ''21 Just Say
d'o nate blood ,•· she said. ''These are shy away from the needle.,,
after dnnking in Georgetown.
Schwanz said. ''I feel forced to raise Corboy said, \ ''This has been our No .•• The students say the bill is a
.Jllso times when there are many ac·
Coroner's reports confirm that the oµr legal drinking age to 21 . ''
number one priority for along time,'' blow to civil rights. Michelle Messett,
cidents. We have not yet determined
'' l think people are afraid of conCouncilwoman Nadine Winter~ (D- she said. The group was founded fn
S
why our supplies have not ificreased tracting AIDS,'' said Paul Xavier · 19-year old ariver, Darren Yuhas
1
·11
1981
·
h
h
President
of
the
Trinity
Col
ege
tuof
increasing
the
·!:since Labor Day.''
Muham,med , treasurer and organizer was legally drunk when the accident W ar d 6) support ed t he b1 to" put1·an d · k.wit t e goal
·
dent ·Msociation said, ''This is an inoccured. Reporters say that Yuhas end tot he '' bl o od y b ord ers po icy · r1n 1ng age nationwide .
In respon se, · the Red C ro ss o f the blood drive.
vasion of our civil.liberties.'' Messett
1
d
d
had
a
blood
alcohol
content
of
0.25.
that
allows
youth
from
Mary
an
an
''Our
main
concern
is
the
death
Washington Region has annouriced
'
'' Many .students- have also been about twice the legal level of Virginia to drive into th~ District to and carnage on the roads,'' Coprboy said che cOuncil's fear .of being
anourgent appeal for all blood types,
drink because they cannot in the continued. ''But from what insurance manipulated . by the council had
especially ''0 ' ' and ''B'' , both turned down becuase of Jack of blood intoxication. •
iro n," he said .
Concilmemebers voting in favor of border states. Councilman Frank firms and the American Automobile already been realized ,
positive and negative.
•
the bill admitted that they were ac· Smith said, ''We won' t let D .C . Association (AAA) say, you can ' t
· The Red Cross serves 60 hospitals
' 'By giving in to this bill, the counin Maryland, Virginia, and the
. ~tude~ts who were n~t able to~ ting under pressure. Councilwoman beeome a hav.e n for those who want learn to handle liquor and driving at cil has already begun to allow ConDistrict. Due to the shortage, many t1c1pate in the blood drive, but wish Carol Schwanz said she voted · in to drink and drive .' '
the same time," he said.
gress to leg-slate for the District,''
area hospitals have had to postpone · to donate. blood are urged to c~ntact response to recent pressures being ap-i - Supporters as well as opponents of
Opponents of the bill, including Messett said.
Georgetown,
or cancel several eletive surgeries".
· the ~mer1can Red Cross Washington plied on the council to raise the li:=gaJ thC peole packed the city council students ';- from
0 Continued on page 11
' 'We have had to po:Stpone many Regio n at ?28-6550.
drinking age. .
chambers to hear discussion on the American, Geo.rge Washington

.
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Blodd supply in D. C.
rjrops to all-time low
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Mtnority . . business
convention.
.
ho~ors . Washington enterprises
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:UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
HOWARD UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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U street~. it is difficult to imagiite that retired, but performs jazz at various
the Howard Theatre on T. St. was the clubs in the D.C. area. Jefferson say~
Hilttop Staff Reporter
showcase of entertainment greats that a resurgency of black businesses
such ·as Pearl· Bailey, the Tempta- is. ''happening now•• along the cor-.
.
.
tions, and the Supremes. The Lincoln
The fourth annual Minority Enter- Thea tre on U stre ~ t featured ridor and have love for one another''
change to occur.
prise Development Week was held dramatic, as well as -musical enter- . forAfter
the assasination of Dr. Marlast
Tuesday,
at
the
Howard
Inn.
•
tainment . Legends such as ~Sic tin Luther King in April 1968,
MED week, held the fourth week of Smith , Lena Horne and Duke-f.l.EJI- Washington, especially the U St: cor:
September, was proclaimed by ingto n also &raced the Lincoln rider was destroyed by the riots and
Mayor Marion Barry to honor local Theatre .slage.
fire. Businesses suffered as many of
minority businesses and give recognithe black middle class mov.ed into the
tion to the historic U-: St. corridor.'
Mary Jefferson, a jazz singer of 46 white suburban neighborhoods as'
The U. St. corridor. which encom- years who sang i~ the HC?ward segregatiol) was banished.
passes the areas between 7th and T Thea'r~, and other nightclubs 1n the ·
''We have been very fortunate that
Sts., N.W., was once the sight -of ' 50s apd '6Qs, said·, "Back th<
our business has survived," Winfred
booming black businesses, legendary black qeo_ple had pride in themselves Lee said, wife of W.illiam Lee of
entertainment, nightclubs and finc 1 and the community. We didn't throw ~ee's Flower and Card Shop, which
restaurants. Washington D.C., -a trash in · the streets. We also sup- has been in operation for-40 years a.t
searqated city between the early '60s ported each other and our llth~USt. Lee,anotherrecepient
and '50 dq>rived bl~ks o.f entertain- busin~sses . ''
·.•
of the Minority Business Opponuniment. food, and clothing from white . Jefferson , a r~Cepient
of the. ty award, was also happy with the
outl~s. However, during this ,time,
Minority Business Opportunity reception activities.
'
businesses •long u .- st. flourished · award, was employed at Howard
''This is very good because it
and survived.
. .
~n.iversity for I~ .years in the super· showcaa black businesses and the
. · When you IOok at the condition of v.1s1ng and duplicating centCr· in ·the history of this area,'' he said.
the !!urned out butldings along T and School of Liberal Arts. She is now n ·Cotolitltled on p11e, ll
By Terri Williams •
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CASH OR CHECK'
Single $282
•

•

I.

.

·Ear I y Bird Travel Package For First 40 HU Students

.

•

.

'

•

Double. $175
Triple t150

VISA OR MASTERCARD
Single $294
Double $182
.
Triple .$156
I
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Nonrelundaltle Deposit Due NOW: t
Balance Due On or Before October 7, 1986
Payable At Cramton · Auditorium

.

•

'

'

•

•

Price . Includes

•

•Round Trip Airfare Between Washin1ton and Atlanta
•Bus Service 'From Howard to Airport
•Bus Service From Airport to Hotel
•Bus ~vice To Tbe Ga•
• Hotel Accommodations
•
•

.' .

•

kn

'E. C11181)

'

•

•

'

Coro/' Schwartz; city council women ond RerpublicOf'I · moyorol condidate,

~nnounces.

the

29 co-<l;ioirpenons of twr compoign . Of

UGSA 636-6918

•

•

1'

St. . .t Aettttths
t36·7•
•
•

•

10 •aM•

: '----''-'-----------"'""'-----~----~------~--~~-~-....J

!

•

For lnlor. .tle•

, those 29, 19 ore DI 1KXrot ond the majority ote block, including former contender for the democrotic moyorql nominotion , Mottit
· Toylor. who was defeotecf by incum bent Marion Barry in the Sept . 9 democratic p<imory. $oy$ Schwartz. "TOfillll• we con form
o pernment tho! is as good as its people.··
.
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Present
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$12 H.U. STudENTS W/ID ANd iN AdVANCE
•
$14 GENERAl AdMissioN ANd AT ThE dooR

•
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TICKETS ON SALE FROM 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M
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Stu·dent arrest
the issuet wu raisina. but ralher proceeded to request my l.D. which I
was not carryina at the time •• he continued. c•Hc then told me 'l. had no
ri&hl to talk to him since I was
unlawfully in the building."
Aduaka said that when he return·
ed to his work. another officer re·
q.-od his l.D., and when he did not
produce it, the_ officer pushed him
.,.;nst the wall and put him in a
choke hold. When Aduaka struggl·
cd to act rree, other officers tackled
him, twisted his neck and arms, and
drqged him onto a table bruising his

thigh, Aduaka said.
Dr•1aod to the squad car, Aduaka

said that they drove him to the

dropped:

Headquaners.
•
<

·

'

Finaerprinted and locked in a cell
Ad•11k1 said that he remained im:
priJonecl all ni&ht .. At about 11 a.m.
be
taken to D.C. Superior Court.
Two boun later he loamed that all

•
•

From pace l

I
\

'

I

'

fercnt story, however. Accoraing to
Hermcsch, a security officer noticed
the group in the School of Architcc·
ture and requested their l .D. in con·
formance with Howard University
security policy. The group refused to

comply.

••
I

·

' '

'

•

Th~ officer then asked the students

to vacate the building, and when they
again refused, called security for
assistance. When eight officers arriv·
ed at the scene, all but Aduaka
displayed ·their l.D.

•

•

"He refused to show his I.D.,
became disorderly and was charged

•

•

with unlawful entry,''' Hermesch

r

·or. Austin Lane, dean of the Qf.
fice of Special Services, noted .that
Howard students are required to

'

•

' carry their idenflcation cards at all
times.
, ''It's plainlY written on the l.D.

'

I

w•

'

•
•

•
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. ' ' 1 m·'q: po t 111th
I"'
man7 people conaider it ie
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cards," he said. "There are so many
former student• and imposters posiJll u studento that h1111 out here.
ch1r1e1 111in1t him had been You just can't tell who is who."

J'

•I

•

•

Security police offer a Very dif-

Howard Univmity security bjlilding said.

where he was subjected to verbal
, abuse before being arrested and
booked at Third District Police

'

•

•

f

•

'
•
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their performance in tests administered by the llaff of the scholar~
Hilltop S11rr Reporter
ship fund which ''determine which
universities and colleaes will better
Twenty-five black South African serve the students,'' Bratone said.
wealth, or is it for the collective burial
refugee students have enrolled in . The refuaec stud~t must be ''willof the people?'' he asks.
.
various universities across the coun- 1ng ~o return to !"-fnca UPC;lD .th~ comHe questions why a continent with
ty as recipients of the Bishop Des- _ plet.1on of their , ~ucat1on . 1n the
Iten percent of the world's population
mond Tutu Southern African Unite~ States,
according to
has half of the world's rcfu...,, more
Refugee Scholarship Fund, according Bratone, befor~ qualifying for the
than the Palestinians of the Middle
to Barbara Bratone, a spokesperson , Tutu Scholarship proaram.
.
East, apd the boat people of
Or . Ah Mozrui. norro te r of ''The African!.."
for the refugee fund .
.. She added that the student m~t be
Indochina.
1
''We will bring into this country as
mature and able to ·ad1ust
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - Mazrui also questions Western inmany {refugee students) as we can," psy~hologically .'' to a new
volvement in the political turmoils
Bratonc said. A total of 100 students enviro~ment.
.
By Odessa M. Archibald
below the Sudan.
·
arc expected to benefit from the proThe i_m pact ~he ~ut1;1 Scholarship
Hill1op Starr Reponer
The portrayal of the West in the
gram within the next four years.
~und will have 1n bndging the cd~caseries h.S triggered the bulk of the
Mosl of the students were forced ~1onal gap be_tween blacks an~ w~tes
into exile as a result of South African in South Africa, and the,Jmpl1C8ttons
Dr. Ali A. Mazrui, author ,of an criticism about. the series and has
government threats to arrest them for of. the refugee students studyinJ in upcoming PBS mini-series, ''The been registered by the National Enparticipating in anti-apartheid ac- this ~ountry, have created mixed Africans,'' responded to critics' dowment for the Humanities (NEH)
tivities, according to Dr. Russell L . e111:otions.
-~
remarks about the series at a National chairman, Lynne V. Cheney.
In a letter to Ward B, Chamberlin,
Adams · chairman of Afro-American
Dr· Robert Edgar• a professor of Press Club preview of the film MonJr., president of WETA and one of
Studies' at Howard.
South African history at Howard day night .
The Scholarship Fund was Universit>:, said t.hat although the
Mazrui, noted African scholar and the series' producers, Cheney said the
established in late 1984 by Bishop Scholarship fund is helpful to some former director of the Center for film was ••narrow and politically
Desmond Tutu, shortly after he South . African blacks who need Afro-American and African Studies tendentious.••
She also said it ''frequently
received the Nobel Peace Prize in education, the program should not be at -the University of Michigan, said
order to develop leadership, and Pro- expected to bridge the educa~ion~ the series provides ''greater exposure degenerates into a W.cstem diatribe.''
The NEH, a government agency
fessional and technical capabilities of chasm between blacks and whites in to diversity for the American people.
student refugees .
that count'l'.
.
,,
.
''If there is a bias, it is a bias of funded by the taxpayers, has chargthe series'
producers,
To accomplish this goal, the
_T~e gap is 5? ~ide that even if a pro-African. The series is tough on ed
scholarship fund_ _h35 launched a million~ and millions 0 ~ do!~~rs are the West, and Africa, and Islam,•• he WET A/ Channel 26 and the British
Broadcasting Company (BBC), with
campaign to raise SJ million through * ~u:t m~ bla3c0k educatifonb, I itkmay said.
::
donations from corparations, foun - s 1 a e
to
ye~s or ac s.to ·
The nine-part series, scheduled to violating NEH guidelines regarding
dations churches individuals and be at the same educational leve~ with air on Oct. 7, has reaped criticism as media programs by not presenting a
by aski~ univer;ities and coileges whites,'' Edgar sai~.
.
being racist, anti-Semitic, anti-West ''balanced view of a controversial
issue . ''The NEH contributed
around the country to waive fees for
Before the ~ucattonal differences and biased.
tuition room and board for the can be effectively addressed, the
Coined as a ' 'view of Africa from $600,000 to the production of; ''The
~
refug~ stude~ts.
.
political situation in South .Africa the inside'' by its producers, ''The Africans.••
Due to alleged violations, the NEH
Approximately 12 universities and ~ust be resolved, according to Africans'' explores what Mazrui calls
colleges have already waiYcd tuition, Edgar, and.the government r.estruc- Africa' s ''triple heritage: what is in- rejected WETA's request for addiand in some cases room and board tured to. involve blacks in the digenous, what has been contributed tional funding and asked the Federal
for the students, 'following_ the re- decision-f!laking processes.
by Islam and what has been imposed Communications Commission (FCC)
to allow the organization to remove
quest by those organizing the"'scholarT~e eXJles {refugee students) a~e or acquired from the West. ' '
ship fund.
helping to. make the _problems 1"
The series' executive producer, its name from the film's sponsor list.
The problem facing the scholarship ~uth Afnca nror-e serio1:1s. Adams Charles Hobson, senior . vice- The FCC granted the request on
fund is that it ' 'costs a lot of money'' sa.Jd.
'
president for special projects at Sept. 10.
Chamberlin told the Press Club auto bring these students here, Bratone
Furthermor~, ~d~s noted, the WETA, said the film ''debunks'' the
said. She added that the organization refugees studying in this country may myth that Africa began with the com- dience ''the action of the NEH is
may not be able to bring as many someday ~rve to c,reate mutual ing of the Europeans. {t ''explores dissappointing to say the least."
He added, ''When we presented
refugee students as it would like, due understanding between the West and the real history of the vast continent.
to lack of funds.
the new South African government The .series looks at the past as a way the series (to the NEH) for funding
The problem of ''getting th.e that will merge in the future.
of understanding Africa's present.'' it was presented as a view of Africa
message across to the American
In excerpts from the three-year, from the inside, not as a balanced
public that such la program {the
$3. 5 million production, Mazrui view. It was intended as a commenBishop Desmond Tutu Sch lar ip
~
questions the West's effect on Africa.
11
fund) exists, has prevent
This is .the second part of a lhtd He questions why a continent wealthy
dividuals from being ma
part series on the Bishop llel1frotfll in gold, diamonds and copper / is
it and thus from contributi
oward Tutu Southern African Refugee plagued by poverty.
the project, according to Bratone.
Scholarship Fund. /(ext "'eel.· 1)Je im''Something has gone wrong in the
0
The placement of the students in plications 1 the Tutu Scholarship partnership between the West and
ru_ru_·v_er_s_it_ics
_an
_d_co
_l_leg
.::__es~is-bascd
:__:...__:o_::n_:__f_iu_nd
_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!.__:A_:::f"_::.c::a::·~l::s it {the partnership) for
By Clll•yere Eme111w•

,
I

l
tary.''
Rutti Kaplan. vice-president for
promotions and advertising at
•
WETA, said the series provpked little controvcrcy when it aired in Britain lut Spring.
)>.
,
.....
. '~There Wf:!C some letters, in- [ ' :·pchorles ~&otwin. C0"1'f0duc~ -_._ ~'-d~
d1v1dual reactions but there was no
,.'\..
· ,
- '~ ....
aovernment institution that commcrvative thinkers beiw• they see
11
plained about it, Kaplan said.
omiuiona ,rrom 1their perspective in
Kenyan-born Mazrui, who teaches the show, be laid. ·
political science at the University of ' Nyana ~~~is an impor- - .,M.ichi.1 an and the University of • tant contrtbut~ 10. the ~O'!P of ,,.
N1gena of Jos, said never iD his films •~l ~fnca bec·~1se it 11ves a ~-'
''wildest dreams'' did he expect an Pl 00fM1.'C~ v~ of Afncan fife and
American institution to render such cukure, 1t<re.Prac:Qt.J. \he. fint work
criticism of his work
about Afnca "1 elM\fncan and it
Comparing the NEH's actions and d~
w~ciit c~iscs on the
· comments toc:ihe Soviet Union's contirient. . .,.... ·
detention of American journalist • ~lthough M,f!irui is th~ writer and,
Nicholas Jla,niloff, Mazrui said sole. narrator o_f the: scncs, a con'• American criticism is very sult~ng committee .made up of
dangerously similar to the we-don't- African and American scholars
want-foreigners-addressing-,our- helped co~truct tJ:»c scri~. Mll!11i
people'' attitude of the Soviets.
als<? cond~ctcd 1nterv1ews with
He added that such tendencies Afncan natives, scholars, educators
••verge on censorship.''
i;nd polt_icaJ leaden fo~ the pr~ucAccording to the Sept. 19 issue of t10~, which was filmed 1n 16 Afncan
the Washington Times, Cheney's nations.
comments sparked discussion of
Howard University was the only
''The Africans'' on the Senate floor university to have two faculty
earlier this month. The comments me~bers on the consulting commit- i
also prompted three Republican tee, Dr. Mbye Cham, assistant prosenators to ask the CorJ>:Qration for Cessor in the African Studies
Public Broadcasting (CPB) to con- Research Center and Dr. Joseph E .
duct a study to determine if PBS and Harris, associate dean in the College
CPD programming allows for pro- of Liberal Arts.
paganda or political bias.
The African Studies Research
Dr. Sulayman Nyang, acting direc- Center and WHMM co-produced a
tor of the African Studies Research panel discussion to air following each
Center at Howard University, said scgqient of ''The Africans."
the criticism and objectives are to"be
Entitled ''The Africans' World' ~ .
expected from the West.
the 30-minute program will be a comHe said ''Certain non-Africans- mentary, independent of ••'T he
have stereotypes of Africans and if Africans,'' which will ''provide ad·these stereotypes aren't proven, they ditional information, new pcrspccsay it is bias.
tives on contemporary Africa,'' ac''Mazrui is an African nationalist, cording to Dr. Joseph Applegate of
he would have a different perspective the African Studies Center. ,
than someone who is not African. He
''The Africans' World'' can only
is not accepted by certain classes of be seen on WHMM.
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Caribbean· Student Association
embarks on vibrant, new year
by Conellu M. Bala
Hilltop

Stair Reporter

pose Howard students to the_ dif: _ excelled academically, the CSA is trying to establish an academic honor
f~rent cultures in the Caribbean and
the varied innucnccs coch culture has. society, If the society is atablishcd,
This year the CSA is making a the CSA Plan• to send the names of

return to participarin1 in Homecomins activities. Included in this will be
a Caribbean-style noat in this year's
Holnecominf Parade. ''We will be
very visible an this year's parade,"
said Oouveia. ....
Durina the holiday 11111M1 the CSA
will be llallna its 1annual ''Christmas
in the Carlbb12• ' &bow. This lhow
ii a 11•1• t mulic8I dipictin1 a typical

Caribb I

n

Chriolmu.

In orr'U" IO ~ tabl'sb bcaa" ties bet·

we • Clrab 1 •14 •• on din.mt
ra•Bpt 111 1 the CSA ii ipo- Drilla

··c.w, .....'' Tbll l\ent wlD bilna
tea 1bv caa' ••••1 ••mm tbi
D.C. - l a lilJ

11Jc

In

....,ltllk

the members to their 1as:i cctive countries to· be published in Caribbean
newspapers.
,
The CSA is presently ncaotiatina
with H.U.S.A. in order to sponsqr
joint p jccts this year.
The
.,..,.- an interest in
~·
like the receMfy held concert
f.a
Ste ol Pullo. The CSA is a11o
in c:onduc1•na semiun,
and hOllln1 potitlc1l ronum with

111111 41sk...
OYlr Ibo 1umnwr, memben of the
CL\ met with frr ,__ 11 in their
rtlJ I llWI OJ"'ftlilll ia Old to infoia th • about die oeW avitons I f lbeJ woald 11111 r...
n. 1z2i1p, MClllf ,. a CSA

'°

. . - ....... - · · crlcltet, an!
.. . - , aad d1r &tllr wdvll'r
from
•1111.
11lt CSA II . . .,., ... to 111- •MW

: .:,:m••'7·
"'°':r1u-:.i:a::.! ~;
m

* '• .,,.

••rd

COUl'lll Cazall12•
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lhcnext cwoyoars of their °"'!t'l

Describe ure u an ablentee parent.
I dealt · with the lullC 1ut week
altho~.~f:.J'Hd primarily on the
most
·
and publldJed F"!'P
of black fathers, thoie railed 10 the
su~ulture of the ·•etto.
~
...
The discussion offered only a surface sfunpac of my niallti.. u a
father of twin daupten Uvina over

-

forced 10 confront the ' aul! 1191
enaulfed me_ror Jeavina th a Ill', ·L 1.
Then I '---- -er.,..,"
~... anary, ...,., ..,.
everyone and everythina UUlllllJ
conoected to their birth for .....,_
me in that predicament. I )Din.__
my part. 1 had 10 if I wanted to•·
vive and maintajn_my llllity. ..!!..

When a politician is exposed in scandal, the under their tree" and join the activity.
As it is their privilege, the members were oftrust of the people is violated. When a celebrity uses fame to· sway peoples' emotion, accoun- fended. Perhaps the HUSA representative was
tability cannot be escaped. And so when greek- being unfair to single out the Alphas. If HUSA
letter fraternities misuse their influence and had wanted the Alphas to make a statement,
seemingly lose sight of their responsibilities, they pe.rhaps HUSA should have given advance
a thousand miles away in Miami. It
But then like an ice cube 11ndy the
notice to the chapter president.
must not be above blame.
sun's heat, the !lllilt and anler bip•
We do not take issue with the legitimacy of is this polni that I now feel comforGreek-letter organizations are an integral part
table enouah to tackle.
r d.
1
I
the
charge.
Our
disdain
is
directed
solely
of the black collegiate experience. The
While our relatiomhip is hardly ed to muller the stre·~h.
Clearly, I the
a ong
away· wasand
eamina
to occept'-..._
ua•
responsibility
deal
with
I
brotherhood and comradery of these organiza- , towards the contemptable manner in which the perfect (we wouId be toaether if it was ~t the most confusina point_ in realized my precarious position, it.
&mt
were), we certainly don't qualify as my life, '!peqly vulnerable To ·the I started resolvina the dilemma.
lions often provided the necessary strength to Alpha's sought remedy.
A herd of Alpha's crowded the HUSA office suitaole candidates for another Bill world. While I had thoupt that their - I had 10 do what I could do and
endure the rigors of higher education, especially at predominantly white colleges and demanding apology and explanation. The Moyer's documentory on the bi~~ would .end the !leeples,< niahts, that was 10 give love and lots ~f it.
in the black family either. shiffinl moOds, and inner turmoil, it Summers and all breaks were 10 be
stampede then flocked to the Hilltop office. breakdown
universities.
And we're not the only ones. Over had really just begun.
.
spent. at home, with them. Time wu
It was as a result of the tenacity and talen·t Unable to discuss tlie matter rationally, the the past few years, I've met several • The root of mY frustrat1on
· was crucial, and all I had to spare wu to ,
of the membership that earned greek-letter uninvited guests were asked to leave by the single black men who have devised somple. I loved my babies. 1 had be with them. They loved the atten· .
organizations an elite standing on college cam- Editorcin-Chief. Later in the afternoon while creative approaches which nearly always wanted to help raise them tion. I guess all little girls do, and I '
·puses across the nation if not the entire black having lunch in the Howard Hospital cafeteria, satisfy their responsibilities as from infancy, to impart as much of gave it to them.
me as I could. But I was a kid too.
I think I've kissed cnouah sore
the Editor was further harra'ssed by a group of fathers.
community.
.
I_t's not an easy r~d, nor one I didn't have anything of value to arms and bruises to cOmpcte for a
'
But in recent years, the ai:tions of some frater- Alphas
which I recommend lightly. I have offer.
Guinness record. I've held them so
Already, Kappa 'A lpha Psi and Omega Psi ~crelr made the .~t of an imperfect . Sure I had love for them, tons Or tightly and for so long while I'm there
nities on this campus have demonstrated an
almost blatant disregarcl for the principles on Phi have been suspended off the yard until 1989 s1tuat1o_n, refusing .to accept the · 1t. ~u.t love over the lona,.r;µn r'ithout that I can still feel them months after
which they were founded. Somehow the notion and 1991 respectively for questionable pledging separation as an insurmountable practical and touchable expressions they're gone. We've packed more
of that love is worthless.
amusement parks, zoos, and beach
has spread that pledging a fraternity or sorori· practii:es. Their gross negligence precludes many challenge.
And what a challenge these four
I had worked hard throughout outings in a summer than most ever
1y is the way. to become somebody on campus. eager 'and innocent eligible students the oppor- years have ~n. I was 17 that Auaust high school to attend college away. hope· to do during the year.
But that is not our understanding. We hold tunity to realize a life-time dream, the chance day I arrived on campus as a I would be the first in my family to
Those feelings of despair and auilt
to the belief that fraternities and sororities to join their fraternities. The Alpha's handling freshmen. The twins were born a do so. I thought I'd die if I couldn't can plague- me no more. Sure our
achieved their popularity .by pledging recruits of the situation is a bleak forebearance of their WfCk later: I Wai too ,afraid too see rcal.ize that dream; not just for me relationship is a bit unconventional,
th'em, afraid I couldn t leave. And I but the entire family
but so what? We've found something
that were already a "somebody," as evidenfby future.
didn't see them, not until Christmas.
I was fortunate. The birth of a that works for us. How can I be sure
Nobody
likes
to
take
a
bad
rap.
We
can
their academic and professional ac-'
But I listened to them over t_hc c.hild outside marriage, not to men- you ask? I can hear it in their voice
understand the pressures involved ip.operating ph~ne for hours ~n en~ .. I talked wtth t1on two, ~ually cripples opportunity when we talk and see it in the .intcncomplishments, integrity, and maturity.
Two recent incidents, however, indicate that a greek-letter fraternity and appreciate the the1r mother daJly, giving whatever for:iboth partners. She was 21 at the sjty of their eyes. And tllat is proof
comfort or reassurance I could. It time and about to finish college. The enough for me.
our definition must be. lacking. We reported delicacy of the position .
muc~. but she just needed to family could absorb the financial
But to the extent that demonstrated actions wasn't
comments from the Steve Biko rally last week
hear my voice, to know that I still, obligations.
by a HUSA official who charged members of begin to obscure purpose, we cannot excuse a cared, to know that she wasn't alone: .But as the physical requirements
James S. Mnllini
disregard of. principle.
Alpha Phi Alpha frljternity •'to come ou! from blatant
Except
for
the
compassion
of
God, were satisfied, an emotional battle ·
•
Editoriol Editor
I honestly don't know how I managforward replacing them. For
. loomed
.

'
•

Extremities

•

HUSA ·takes aid to the limit;
The executive officers of the Howard Univer- concern and promote awareness of Pan
sity Student Association (HUSA) left campus Africanism, as it is surely 1an issue affecting us
quietly Wednesday morning to attend an inter- all, it is precisely that- an issue, ·not the issue.
national student conference in Northern Africa.
Our editorial spread in the September 12th
We don't know precisely where in Africa they issue confirms our resolve and responsibility on
are, and their staff didn't have the information the African crisis. But the Hilltop was not a
to provide. Neither do we know the relevancy newspaper borne out of the decision to liberate
,nor the legitimacy of the trip .
•
Africa. While we are dedicated to the.cause, we
We were offered a flurry of sliallow' ari(f'ccin- cannot allow it"to impede oilr' other res'porisi6ilitrived·reasons to minimize publicity of the trip ty to provide wide and unbiased coverage 0f
m-0sf arguably that casual knowledge of the trip .news affecting our student readership.
And neither can HUSA. Much work remains
might jeopardize their lives.
We suspect that if a ·truly life-threatening on administratio.n inefficiencies, untimely bus
cloud hung above their heads, HUSA leaders schedules, insufficient dormitory space, pro·
would have been more discreet about their plans rooting academic excellence, forging community
from the beginning. Certainly, they should have bonds, and social activities, etc.
been better prepared to present us a more comWe know that HUSA is involved in other
pelling case than they did.
· )Vorthwhile projects, but those efforts are all
Afterall, we do represent the eyes and hears obscured by an overactive preoccupation with
of the student· body, just as HUSA is suppos- ·. the liberation of Africa to the exclusion of
ed to represent the concerns and plight of the almost everything else. If that were the intenstudent-body. Or do they, really ?
tion of the office, and it is not, then we would
This latest episode, overcast by a web .of un- seriously be at fault.
'
necessary mystique, only gives '!'Pre credence
We hope that
the HUSA leaders learn alot
to the contention that HUSA has become a during their excursion. We hope that they are
chapter o!the free South Africa movement, in- able to lend invaluable insight to their colleagues
stead of the premier representative ,of student abioad. And when they return, as they surely
concerns which their founders intended them to must, we hope that the broad electorate which
rhey have been elected to represent feels that
be.
While we applaud HUSA's efforts to generate they too have gotten their money's worth.

•

'
•

)
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Misguided .amendment

•

~inks
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Jhe Real Deal

I1's been one month and two days
since school began Aug. 20. What
happened to the beach, (he ·sun, the
p~rties, The Cosby show and other
programs that we just don't have
time for'? It's already time for
midterms, papers, and projects that .arc due. Students want to escape the
Pl!ESSURE.
Pressure is an inevitable feeling
that students experience. We live our
weeks with one eye on the weekend
hoping to ·temporarily escape
pressure. Some means of escape arc
Miami Y,ic't, a new somebody's
'1elcpl1~one nurilbCr or riiaYbc a Saturday night•party.
Let's head oul to Classics someone.
might say or the Libra·ry in
Georgetown. Maybe I'll do that to
escape pressure! While sitting at the
bar I felt someone nudging against
me. Oh no! It's pressure again reminding me of those exams.
''Would you please _leave me
alone,•• I said. ''I already studied to1

1

day.''
·
''But did you study enhugb., '' said
Pressure. ''What if you fail?''
I felt another nudge from_the other
side. It felt like faili.&re.
''What do you Want," I asked.
''I want your exams, man."
''Well, you're not going to get
lhem," I yelled.
·.
Monday morning came along with
red eyes and fatigue from an all
nighter with the books. I took the exam• and plopped in bed like a lead
pipe . .A voice said . . ,''Get ,Orr me.••
T~•p l'Jl ~~I ~~<I s1re1c1',ed o.ut
on worry.
''Don't think that sleep will make
you forget those exams. Get up and
worry about them," said the voice.
''But J studied for them and I think
I passed.'' I said.
"You THINK .you passed! Huh!
Well, think aaain. My. brother anx.
iety will visit you later. But for now
worry, worry, worry!!!
Like many students, I couldn't

take it anymore. How can I deal with
pressure? What~s lhe solution? I
knoW what! I'll have some FUN!!!
Peace is an unmistakablC solution
to pressure. Last summer a Howard
student killed herself because she did
not pass a course in the School of
Business that was needed to graduate.
Her hurt or pressure could have been
dealt with th~ough peace.
Think about it! What's better than
kno~in!, that yoµ've done all that
you can do.•After-doing>alko sto!,111.
duiirrg' l •lesrt ' 4tand 'uriilefsltii\diiig
.that•¥0Ul1t&' dBnt your "Blit'."''Anif'lf
you haven't it's not the end of the
world. Get up and try again. Also rest
. in the knowledge that pressure can
only dominate if you let it. Peace is
everlasting and is spiritually endowed from God who marvelously and
uniquely made each of us. That's the
real deal.

1

Derek Greer

Letters
Dear Editor,
In an article headlined ''Biko ral- fraternity for black college men; behavior. These arc just a few of the
ly focuses on activism,'' which ap- Alpha Phi Alpha has remained stead· many educational and servicepeared in the September 19, 1986 fast in its dedication and service to oriented activities Beta chapter conissue Iihe Hilltop, Byron "B.J." blac.k people on a national level. tributes to the Howard University
Harris
Howard University Stu- Historically, Beta chapter has been and outside communities.
So you see, Mr. Harris, we are not :
dent
iation's Community Ac- an instrumental part of this Cffort.
tion Director, is quoted as saying'' A
perpetrating our heritage" after all. ';
As evidence of our commitment,
Phi A openly perpetrates their Beta chapter is set to begin our an- · We arc as committed to the strugle
as HUSA is, and we hope that in the
hcritag~,'' in refercn~ · to what he nual tutorial program for students at
cited as a lack of participation in the nearby Goae Eckinaton ·Elementary future you will be more thorough in
roliy commemoratina the life of Steve School, our Go-to-College proaram, examining the facts before making
Biko by the brothen of Alpha Phi which encourages Washington high statements Such as the one you made
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Beta chapter. school students to funher their last Friday.
· Mr. Harris charaes that becouse he education. and our participation in
saw no one whom he recognized as Project Alpha, a national proaram of
an Alpha at the rally, ond becouse our fraternity, Which is aimed at cur- Stanley R. Vettel!
some brothers declined his invitation tailina !...... prqoancy in the black ' Alp... PILI AlpU Frotemily, 111<.
to speak ·at the rally, Alpha Phi community throuah the C011oselina of Beta C~opter
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. is not sincere young black men obout responsible
in its efforts to uplift blacks from the
injustices and problems that ptaaue
our people.
·
First of all, Mr.,Harrls, several of
·the brothers of Beta chapter were pre- Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
sent at the rally. But because they
Barry B. Watkins Jr.
wore no paraphernalia identifyina Purvette A. Bryant
them as such, you did not recopize
- Mo•rpr
them as Alphas. Given this one sim·
Ad"'1111tta
G•'ltlcs Arllst
pie fact, one could dismiss your comDonna Jasper
Paul Davies
ment on the buis of laooruce alone;
but since you chose to attempt to
,
H111t• Edhor
81111•
Mw•iaer
defame an hiltorical orpnizatlon of
Stacy K. Richardson
June McKinney
C
over 80,000 memben, and becouse
Cnlpul:dhor
lata de•.. ltl11;
your comment wu made while you
Kuoe N. Kelch
Suzanne C. Alexander
were iervina as an official rep.-n- .
tative of one of the lorpst student
A,sf,'•M C.wp Editor
Leal/Natl1 2' I 'll1r
orpnizatiom on campus, and• Pich
Rachel L. Swarns
Naomi S. Traven
hove an obliption to sp11k in a
Car1in E•llor
rapomlble, DDl alaDclieroua. fu"km,
~,
fr1nscino Clow•l'e Jr.
J. Lloyd Jacksoa
we, the brotben or Bela cbapcer, are

THE Bii.I.TOP

In all its wisdom, the House is seeking amend- students are already forced to supplement their
meats to the Higher Education Act which would federal aid packages with loans since aid has
make a greater number of students eligible for lagged behind the sharp increases of college tuifederal student aid. The Senate has resisted. The tion in recent years. Students are graduating
House should realize also tl)at increasing the heavily saddled with debt already.
number of eligible students would strain an
Giving aid to all studenis would defeat efforts
already stretched dollar.
to provide adequate economic assistance to
Under current guidelines, a student must be .m atriculating students if that is indeed
enrolled in an accr~ited c~llege or university lawmakers' true intent. The right move is to inat least on a part-time basis. The House pro- crease monetary commitment not expanding
~sal wo~ld expand to include all students.ear- . the number of students who m:ist already com- ~led to "rel!IY· · ·
rung cc:edct t~w~ds a degree who meet specified , pete in a crowded marketplace for funds.
~did not bate a nptll ••Mlw:
1financial crtter1a.
. .
·
The Senate is also on target to request that 1peskattbe8ikonlly: • •ply·be:ws1
Tl}cre ~e presently about 121Dlllion students , aid recipients hold a hi1h school diploma or its of the way lo wblCb · WI wesa ap.
MUSA. Sp1 •••••a
enrolled 1n post ~ndary sch~~ across the " eq~ivalent. The requirement is •imed at pro- praa:b
u
• 1111 Clllil - peocountry. Approlllmately five million of these prcetary schools mostly who receive about 20 topic
ple are foc!q la So It., AMca
students attend school on a part-time I>asis. It . percent of student
demuda adei•1ate pqparnd'lla.
is estimated that about h~lf of these ~tudents . The diploma dame helps weaken the ad- HUSA'1 luurlatf
.
btl'VI the bl«' 111
1111 n11J
carry even less than part-time academic loads. ministration's contention that too much federal or
Community and two-year colleges are the money ia award1 d for questionable educa&ioaal madeltlcb
Olv1D lllf
most stem advocates of the House proposal purposes, The HOWll 111111 jAoprietary vtwola llnldlln ol: 8 II
since it is their students that stand to benefit. have taken IAUe Wfth·dlll requiremellt too.
· Most are older and hold jobs and are a&le to
But a blah rioool ~·ia Is not ID.
attend mostly niaht courses or take a few unreuonable requ11t to ret: =W federal aid. 1'111 I''
coi•rses per year.
HOUie should retN\tk ill position OD tbla itclll
While ii is a noble jnun» ~ sp:etld the "81th, also.
in tlQa 09w the raulta would neslisible. Most
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Achievement, .service _a nd dedication personified
.

Dixon, as native Washintonian,
By J. Lloyd Jickson
earned bot~ her bachelors•s degree,
Hilltop Siarr Reporier
in 1965, and hCr law degree in 1968,
from Howard University. As an
This is thi first in a four part series undergraduate she majored in
on Ho~'ard Alumni. Every other week political science with a minor in
we will profile two alumni who are ~onomics .
.
successful professionals with strong
According to Dixon, when she was
communit)' and social invo~l't?meJJt.
at Howar~: st udents .wtere Vtehry soc ia,l, Prior to 1844, and even up to the 1y aware. 8 ecause 1 was e 1960 s
establishment of Howard University whe~ th.e civil ~i~hts movement v.:as
in 1867, little was · ~nown .about com1n~ tnto f!u1t1on, there was an .1nblacks that graduated from univer- terest 1n moving ahead and breaking
sities and colleges. However the ne~ grounds. Bec~use barriers were
estab.lishment of-..l-jOW'ard, changed being broken, the interest was movthe forever .'
ing i.nto,, the main stream of
"According to RayfOrd Logcin in America .
She added that faculty members,
. ·''Howard University - The first Hun ~
· dred Years," - ''The belief in thc ·in- · such as E. Frapk.li~ Frazi~r, Sterling
hC::rCOt inferiority ' o~f negroes was Brown and Patr1c1a Harris were extraordinary r«;>le rriodels. Dixon said
widespread in I S66."
The University was first envision- that she went into law sc~ool because
·ed as a seminary fOr the training of her father, a lawyer, very much
blacks as preachers for black con- wanted me to a lawyer and I had
gregations. It was obvious that these some qualms about whether that .was
''limited goals'' were as a result of ~hat I ~ant~ to~~· because ~Y re~!
''proably deep· rooted beliefs that interest was 1n pol1t1cs and business.
blacks could not behefit from higher
However, meeting Patricia Har~is,
education.''
l~ture_r and ~ _lawyer who had an. tnFortunately, some of the Univer- terest 1n pol1t1cs helped to reaffirm
sity's founders ~ possessed the that it was a great thing to do, her exforesight and saw the potentials of ample sort of cemented my decision
es.tablishing a ''college for the ~uca to become a .lawyer.".
.
tion of youth in the liberal arts,
While at How.a~d, D1~on says that
, sci~ncCs and other depanments," ac- one of the pos1t1ve t.h1ngs she has
cording to Logan .
~!ways remembered IS the faculty
Today over 119 years since the members interest in the student body.
University first opened its doors, its •' I believe that's · one of t he adv an ·
graduates have continuously proven tages in attending a school such a..,s
.li.QwJrd's capabilities in producing Howard . Tliey.(the faculty) believed
le-aOers, scholars, and professionals . we could Qo anythin~, and even
The alumni we will be profiling are though I had always believed that, to
hear the faculty say that was a good
testimonials to· this faft"
Sharon Pratt~D, ixon, Vice - thing,'' Dixon said.
Comparing · the level of social
President of P~blic Policy for the .
Potomac Electric Power Corilpany "awarentss today with the period when
(PEPCO) in Washington, D.C. is she ~a.s at How.ard, Dixon believes
responsible for giving policy direc- tha1 1t 1s always important for a pertions on government matter's regar- son to be aware of what is happending regulatory affairs and customer ing around them, ''the issues and the
supervision. Dixon is the only black dynamics that impact on their en• female vice -President 'in the vironment ."
''S1udents should approach ~t (the
company.
"
·
~
According to Dixon, because "so- ~~ial climate)¥ something that is inmeone ·is" of a different race and of ev1table, and they should not be
a different gender does not mean that hostile towards it . I' think it is a safe,
you cannot share siinilar interests and . secure, and an appropriate experience
perspectives with~ r~pect . to i~sue s t~atshouldcomeou!anacaderiticen y1ronment, ' ' she said. ·
such as business and politics .
Dixon went on say thal tin1es have
''There may be a slightly greater
bijrd,.en on the individual who is dif- ~hang~. an~ .as,. result .th; P.rio_riti~s
ferent to establish themselves as hav- anti ''. \ ~s ues have'·' alsO <.:fiarfgect .
ing a common ·interest, which We do, EcOnomics and the.'secruity 1c5f o~ r
oilrerwise we would not be here, and country and ·our planet are now overwouldn't be pursuing these kinds of riding issues of ou~ !ime. As a con sequence, nol surpr1s1ngly,.across the
careers~·· she said.
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campuses of AmCrica our ~ou~h are a society which will be culturally international relations with the
in the forefront of the pressing issues diverse, and very soon, the very Treasury Department in charge of
of tod3y as we were in terms of the things that were operated to our ad- legislation for international affairs.
civil rights movement, the women's vantage as being racially distinctive
.After three years in that position
movement and th( peace move- in the past, will be towards our ~1ng was nominated by President
men~,'' Dixon stat~. .
benefit in t~c future. Ther~fore we Carter and confirm~d by the Senate
D1xdn added that .11. ts ~ood. to s~ can .leaders 1n that future .'
to s~rv~ ~s the United States' Ex·
black students part1c1pat1ng 10 this
Dixon emphasized that students ecut1ve D1r...'Ctor to the World Bank.
..P,,~~~-~~~-- ~~e~~-~~!}~a~~.!1 ~~f _A~~rica:.~"~-~~!1.g,~!? ,~~1;.·.,,~~.!<!y.'.,,,,,~,~,ygr.~%~p .. c~f,~."':""''. .,~,:~~-~'¥'.'~'~.f,~1:~'.,! -~~~:~'~,?,,,f:.nF,,.~~g~~J;~ *t
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c4mscribc their horizons as to what Bank ," K.jng said. '' It was clear in
they can or cannot do .
my mind that my next step would be
C?lbert I. ~ing, exe.c utive vice- into commericial banking.'' He
1 pr~s1dent of Riggs National Ban~.
b~gan working as a vice· president in
said that when he was at Howard 1n 1981 . He was promoted to Senior
1957""61. '' banking was the furtherst Vice-President in 1984 and in April
thing from my mind ."
of 1his year he was promoted to ExAccording to King when he entered ecutive Vice-President.
Howard he want~ to te~ch gi;>vernAs Executive Vice-President, King
ment upon graduation . With this goal heads the International Banking
in mind, after gradua1io11 . King Divison of lhe- bank's African and
s tarted working with lhe Stale Middle East Divison .
Department'' to gain some
Kingalsois anativeWashintonian .
diploma1icc experience." He ren1ain- He majored in Political Science and
ed there from 1964-70.
nlinored in Economics and pursued
He gained t~e desired .experience, graduate s tudies at H O\\'ard,
but never got into teaching. Instead Unversity.
he had a long and ''rewardi11g''
When King entered Ho"'ard in
career working in government . Upon 1957, Congress had just enacted the
leaving lhe Stat~ Depa~t1nent, King first civil rights act af1er many
worked as Special Assistant to the decades and there was no voting
Undersecretary of HOu sing and Ur- rights or ci.vil ac1s . ''Blacks,'' King
~an Dev~IOJ?ment CHUI?>·
.
: sajd; ''were protected by·the Federal
After leaving HUD, King served as Government.''
Chief of Policy with' Volunteers "in
ACcording to King, major issues at
Service to America (VISTA). He was that time (when he was in college)
then appointed ~Y President Jimn1y were not only of civil rights but also
Carter as an Assistant Se_c retary for que.s tions regarding the role of the
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resenled October JO.

The purpose of Careers' Day is to
''broaden horizons'' and according
to Hall this concept has worked .
However, the continued success of
the program hinges on student
participation.
Furthermore, students are encoutaged to explore all the
p.ossibilities thal are directly or indirectly related to their field. Hall
said, ''Companies are basically looking for intelligent people ~ith a
degree.•.>

By LaT8nya Douglass
Hilltop Slaff Repor1er

Ocl . I will mark another Careers
Day at Howard University. An annual ev.ent since 1970, Careers Day is
held every first Wednesday in October to give students and·graduates
an opportunity to acquaint
themselves with over 120 companies,
s uch as, IBM · and Proctor &
- N . Y . 10022 .
Gamable .
Internship 1,1,•ill be for sumAs a supplement to Careers Day a
These "recruiters will provide permet . ' 87 and will pay $366 tinent information about career opreVised copy of Your Career· A Prac·
weekly .
tical Guide to Career Development for
pOrtunities availaDle in their respecStudents in all majors tive companies.
Howard University Studen1s is ex· with strong written and oral
The Director of the Office of pected to be made avail~ble · to
communication skills are Career Planning and Placement,
students, according to Hall .
needed by ·Jhe United Way Samuel M. Hall, Jr., said, ''The sucPre-registration by students is not
of America as interns .
required to participate. However,
cess of Careers Day is due to careful
Training will be provided planning and preparation.'' He addstudents should come to Careers Exin library systems cataloging ed that ''it is no accident that Careers ploration Day,1 ~it0h copies of their
and computer skills~ Interns Day is held each fall or that the pro- . resume foi on the' spot interviews.
\\ ill be paid $6.00 an hour - fessional appearance and atmosphere
In preparing for the future Careers
Contact:United Way of is that simnilar to the sam~ events
Day is an integral part of the educaAmerica,
Information hel4 at t.he Convention Center or
tional process.
•
Center, 701 N. Fairfax · Washington Hilton.''
Street, Alexandria, VA

,

Harvard
Business Scho~ol
• •

-

Gov't program
helps students
'stay in school'

• MBA Program

By Staaley Bl•lu .
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

An_~formal

information session
fotj>rospective applicants, hosted
bfa representative of the
Admissions Board, will be held on

'
~r7.

,

-

-For Your Jobs-

INTERNSHIPS
Communications major
with writing and reporting
experience are needed by
Newsweek Students should
be juniors, seniors, or be
pursuing graduate studies.
Duties will include r~por
ting in a domestic bureau
and reporting in Ne•vsweek S
NC\\' YOrk offic-,.
. Cori tact : Newsweek 444
Madison Ave ., New York,
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economy), ''because we were not involved in the industrialization process
and 1. h~pe we will,,bc the forefront
of this m~vement.
She believes that Howard gave her
excellent preparation for her career
and adds that she is honored to have
' been elected as a member of
· Hf:!ward's Board '!f T~stees. Her appo1ntment, -she said, gives her an opportunity tO ''make a contribution to
· the University which has contributed
so much to me ."
•
Although, Dixon has :J.lways been
interested and involved in ·politics,
~he said .she has nev~~ been i~terested
in running for pol1t1cal office. She
~rves as the loca1 Committee member
for the Democratic Party and s~rves
on i1s state c?i;nmittee 8:t the local
\e\•cl. In add1t1on, she 1s also the
Tresurer of the National Democratic
.,Partx . .,
•c········ ~ · ~·· ·,.... . .,.,.
Tfi-e most overr1dmg thing for
students 10 understand, Dixon said,
'' Is that their horizons are unlimited
: .. we are moving towards becom1ng a part of a global economy and

•
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And you don't even have to study.
Just show your student l.D. when
you place your order for anything on
our menu, including Wendy's new .
Big Classic hamburger. And we'll give
you a 10% discount.
No matter what you11 major is,
Wendy's has
your main
,
-- course. ·
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p0lice aD.d their treatment Of blacks.
In talking about that period King
nbtcd that it was not one of activism,
butaddedthatHowardstudentswere
very aware of the social issues. King
added, ''it would have been difficult,
not to (be aware) after all we were ex·
periencing Jim Crow in our personal
!ife. ••- -. -· · - -·J·~;;;;
Attending Howaru, n.uae says, was
very beneficial to ~im ~use there
he was very bcn~fioal to him beause
there he was given a sense of self·
worth ''after being told ~hat we
(blacks) were worthless.•• King added that a lot of his role models were
his professors. He also noted that
Howard's contribution (to his life
and career) best served him ..after
graduation."
·
:
King is. invo~ved iJ? a number .of
organizations 1n~l1;1d1ng the . Joint
Center for Pol1t1cal Studies, a
research .advisory group, a boa.rd
meJ!lbcr of .•h.e Center ~or Social
Policy, and 1s involved with D.C. 's
Arena Theatre.
This year .he was ?Sked to become
involved. with Afrtcare adn most
recently, he was appointed by D.C.'s
Mayor, Marion Barry, Jr ., to serve
as ell.airman for the observance of
United Nations Day, October 24, and
United Nations MOnth in . 1he
District.
King said, that~ he 1stays involved
for very personal reasons but he
believes that ••you've g~t ta ·give
something back to your community
of your alma m~ter .... If you look -at
us ii) terms of a people and how far
we have to go, it becomes evident that
none of us can sit on our laurels and
say we've reached any kind of a permanent plateau."
King added that he remembers
Washington, '••when we (blacks)
. could not sit a lunch counters and
when we could not go to ·~bite'
theatres."
Adressing his comments to
students King said ''Fi rst you have
to know.' your ownself what you're
. capable of doing, it makes no sense
to pursue an opportunity or career
because that's the acceptable thing to
do or because someone told you
that's where the money is.''
According 10 the 1986 Bison Yearbook ~ 'The diversity of its (Howard)
pcopie. ~the . expansiveness or its
faciliti.es, ,and its cosmopolitian personality bearout the fact that his is
truly a multi-faceted institution."
- Part two OJ. this Series · will be

.

,

f<lr details, please contact

,_

Career Planning and Placement
Office.
'

•
IU.natd lusinen School ls committed to the prindpk oi
equal educatiooa.I opportunity.

The "Stay In School Proaram" is
a program especially for the benefit
of students in coUeae. Accordina 10
Gerald Davis, assistance director or
the Office Of Career Plannina and
Placement, the ''Stay In School Program" is rederally operated and bu
been in existance for about
"The main objective or the program is to help colleae scuden11 Din
work experience in thdr cha1 I 1 lfdds
and financial ·suppon in order to
defr1y the cost of colleae, 11 Devil

the_..

said.

"In order to qualiry for the proaram. there are certain criteria that
must be met. The stlM11D1 mlllt be a

full lime u = - t : : : • , •, m u
fiund1I
.......~, = .Ml' a
2.0 GPA, llld be la aood •I Mt4 .
Aller qllllUJ!nl for die
Ibo llOXt ..... ii • ....,... Diitla .,._
0 Coa?' aal • ,211 II
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'Juice' S·p arks opening
..

By Sonya Ramsey
Hill1op S18ff Repor1cr

'

t'rank Byrd/ Tbt Hllllop

Howa rd Un1vers1 1y Orthestro, one of the few such organ izo!ions on a block college campus, prepa res for ~pcom i ng
'•

performances

H. U. Orchestra fills cultural gap
By Janella _Newsome
Hill1op Staff Reporter

According to Ebony Magazine, it has

been nearly 31 years . since black
classical musicians -began filtering in·

to top-rated American orchestras as
fu ll -time players, yet the country's
leading symphonies are still among
the least intergrated performing arts .
ProfessoPWilliam J . Penn, the directo r of Howard University Civ ic Or-

chestra said some reasons for the
scarcity include the lack of educational opportunities in today's public
schools, the many talented blacks not
~etting the qUality o. cl~ssical music

1raining they need and deserve and Symphony operate a budget of 18
not enough compelent string inslruc- million
dollars.
Mstislav
tors available."
Rostropovich, who is the director and
For the.se reasons, Professor Penn conductor of the National S'ymphOny
and other faculty members formed a Orchestra in Washington E>.C.,
53 member orchestra on campus. It s grossed a total of $606,250 for the
main Objecti ve it to provide college '84-'85 year, according to Penn .
students wi1h orc hestra training SO · Ros1ropovich also grossed 2.4 million
tha1 blacks can participate and be en- dollars just for performing 70 cello
joyable in orchestras.across the coun- solo s.
1ry, Penn said. ''Nor o nly are blacks
Those interested in the Howard
talented in jazz, blues, and pop but Orchestra can find oul more inforclassical music as well, "Penn sa id .
mation by contacting Professor Penn
The classical music arena can also in the Fine Arts Building in room
reap financial gains for the classical 8002. The orch.estra rehearses every
musician . Fo.r example, professional Sunday at 5:00 p.m. in 1he Fine Arts
symphonies, such as, the Boston band room.

Rappers ·
strike gold
with youth
By

A~O~za

L. Robertson

Hill1op Staff Repor1er

Music is said to be the window of
lhe soul . To look into the sou ls of urban youth requires a listen to their
1
music-rap music. Right now rap is the
' hottest music around, with both a
black- and white listening audience .
For years rap music was .said to be
just like heavy metal rock, in lhat it
had large cult followings, but no major radio o r crossover appeal . Rap ' s
new-found magnetism is in large part
is due to the ·success of RUN- DM C's
newest LP ··Raising He//'', which has
been certified double platin'um by the
Recording lnduslry Associalion of
America, indicaling the sale of over
two millio n copies. The album is
presently number four on Billboard's
Magazine P op Album chart, as of
Sept. 13.
.
RUN-DMC, having just completed
a 70 date, 65 cily national tour, is
now starting work on their next film
''Tougher Than Leather,", in which
th·ey star, along With the Beaslie
Boys. Unlike ''Krush Groove," their
first film, it is an action and adventure epic with a hard edge . T-he group
is expected to produce the soundtrack
for the film, as well .
Kurtis Blow, who can rightfully
claim RUN-DMC as his proteges, has
just completed work on his new
album ''Kingdom Blow ." Trying to
rebound from his dissappointing
'America'' Album, Blow enlisted the
help of one of Washington D.C.'s
most popular , go-go band, Trouble
Funk, as well as that of producer and
arranger Larry Smith. Rock guitarisl,
Bob Dylan makes a special guest appearance on the so ng, ''Street
Rock . " The first release of that
album is out ~and is called ''I'm
Chillin,", it has a latin Oavor but
steady rhythm and is sure to please
rap and go-go fans.
Speaking of go-go, Full Force used it and rap to create a smooth blend
in the Real Roxanne's latest 12-inch
entitled "Let's Go-Go/ Bang Zoom."
Full Force also produced a slew of
hits, including Whistlc's ''We're Only
Bugging,'' Lisa-Lisa and C ult Jam's
ballad , 'All Cried Out,'' the entire
new UTFO album featuring,"
Skcczer Plcczer, •• The Real Roxanne's ''Howie's Teed orr• as well
as their own hit , ''Temporary Love

•

Thing. ~·

The hottest 12-inch record right
now is newcomer Eric B's ''My
Melody/ Eric B Is President. Slick
rhyms backed with backed with
steady beats, make this a dance
favorite. The re-re&easc of M.C.
Shan's ''The Bridge'', is an
underaround hit as wdl .
The remix of the Ari of Noise's
'•Paranoia•• is certainly worth a
listen. Their musical arrangement of
actual noises works like a gem in this
ra:ord. Coca-Cola's Max Headroom
has a suprise vocal appearance.
Jazzy Jeff and Fresh Prince's song
4
'()irl'1 Ain't Nothina But Trouble,••
I ' e . . . . ,,.,. . . . . of the ''I Dream
of
• I oo show'' and adds it to
r' ·
the ud shape of their
I c Is a s.11. and ~·s ''I'll

np....,,,.

D C

S

'•,as

Some 100 eager fans squeezed into the lobby of McDonald's on 13th
Street and New York Avenue, Friday
Sept. 19 to see Oran ••Juice'' Jones
in a grand opening promotion for the
new fast-food restaurant . With the
hit single, ''The Rain'', 28 year-old
Jones is walking on air .
A native of Harlem, New York,
Jones' single is in the number one slot
on Billboard Magazine's black pop
single chart as of Sept. 19. The
release , from his first album entitled
''The Juice'', has already sold
150,000 copies, according to Bill
Stephney, national director of promotions and marketing for Def Jam
Productions.
Jones got the idea for ''The Rain''
from a friend's personal experience.
''Vincent Bell wrote the song and I
thought back and remembered a
friend who was in a similar situation
and the advice that I gave him. I
thought the song needed something
more and since I don 't rap , I decid·
ed to ·speak about \vhat he ought to
do using my own advice and frqm my
point of vie\\•,'' said Jones.
When asked where Jones received
his nickname, ''Juice'' he said, ' I got
lhe name Juice baecause nobody
could say Oran.'' Jones, who attended Texas Southern UBiversity,
originally wanted to become a writer.
He has three brothers. '' My family
gave me the background support to
do anything that I wanted to do ,"''
said Jones.
Candy Shannon , a popular deejay
at WDJY , was also at the openi ng
sigriing autographs. She has recorded a clever comback to Jones' 's ingle
from the women'~ point o f view. ''I
cannot tell a lie, my music director
Greg Diggs wrote the song . I get a big
kick out of the who le thing," said
Shanno n .
According to Jones there are 15
such comebacks recorded by various
artists across the country . ''I knew it
would happen . I expected it, '' he said.
Jones attributes his success to C urt 1
Russel, CBS Records and Def Jam
Productioris. ''One should approach

Oran _''Juice'' Jones. during the gra nd opening of new McDonald 's franchise,
reefs fans and discu sses career.
~..
'
success as a science and not depend music ~hen they're w!OnJ.''
on luck,' ' he said . Although he has
lron1cally, according ·to Jones·,
a hit single and screaming fans, Jones. even· though in his single he is telling
does not believe in stardom . '' What a girlfriend off, he finds that most of
is stardom? he said. '' I'm just pass- his audience is comprised of women.
ing through .''
''Men come to my performances, but
Jones is one of the few reco rding~ they only come to pick up the
ar1ists represented by De f Jam Pro- women." he said.
ductions, who is not a rap artist.
In his spare time, Jones likes to
Ot her artisls involved with Def Jam listen to easy listening songs and
Productions are, RUN-DM C, LL ballads. He is planning an upcoming
Cool J and the Beastie Boys.
tour from Oct. 2 to mid November,
''The hip-hop culture involves all · with such artists as Jeffrey Osborne,
l}'pes of music , '' said Jones. ''When Anita Baker, Gwen Guthrie and
1he kids, who are into hip-hop , \\'ant Whodini.
10 chill they listen to music such as,
According to Jones, he may also
old Delfonics, Blue Magic and Ray appear in RUN-DMC's new movie
Goodmat;i., and Brown records. A lot · ''Tougher Than Leather'' . His n.~w
of People 'are listening to my ballad album, due in about a year, will In' You Can't Hide From Love.' If peo- elude songs written by Russel Simple · think that hip-hop 1s only rap mons, RUN of RUN-DMC.
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'AUTHE N TIC STONE' washed jeons·new fashion sensat ion

ENTICSTONE

ome-grown f ashio
By Sonya

Ram~y

Hilltop S1afr Reponer

As time passes so do fads . The past

veral years have seen stonewashing
me on the fashion scene. This pros gave denim jeans and jackets a
hole new look, b111 unlike the
ormer craze of tie-dying,
toncwashing is (or at least has bttn)
industrial process 1hat could only
achieved in commercial laundries
·1h sophisticated procedures and
uip~ent .

But now Creative Concepts of
aleigh, . North· Carolina has inroduccd this fall season a product
d procedure that actually allows
nc to stonewash at home!.
THE AUTHENTIC STONE (TM)
s uniquely packaged in a miniature
-inch tall marbleized washing
achine box . Additionaly packaged
ithin the miniature ''stonewasher''
s an "AUTHENTIC STONE".
Simple and easy instructions are inluded that show how to take a brand
cw pair of jeans, jacket, etc., or an
ready stonewashed pair of jeans
d create a unique look. The comany
describes
the
actual
tonewashing procedure as very simle. A pair of jeans, or any other
enim item, is soaked in hot water to
oosen up the fabric and soften the
1nish. Excess water is then runa out
. d tK. garm_enj- is spread out on..a..
~ ~owel on a flat surface such as a kit- .

· chen table.
" THE AUTHENTICSTORETI i .
then taken in hand and is used to ru
the garment, paying particular atten
tion to the areas that one wants
more worn or abraded look to a
pear. Afler the garment has btt
••stonewashed'' on both sides, t
Stone is then put back in its miniat
washing machine box and the ;·~~
are put into a regular home was ·
machine. If a bleached sroncwas
look is desired, the instructions in
dicate the amount of bleach to be
cd and how to apply.
••The actual time involved
abrade and achieve the stonew,asho
(worn) look using 'THE AUTHEN
TIC STONE' is generally I' to
minutes,•• said Marshall Bank, presi
dent of Creative Concepts of Raleigh,
Inc.
,
''What's unique about 'TH
AUTHENTIC STONE'S' effect,"
Bank· added, is that you may con
tinue to achieve an · increase in th
stonew.Shed look or personalize th
garment by repeating the procedu
again and again. Our market test
showed teenaaers writina on thei
jeans and coUeae girls inscribina thei
sorority letters on their rear ends . ••
The item carries a suavsted rct .
price of $6 and has a life expectanc
of several pairs of denim je1m o
. jackets. "The AUTHENTI
STONE" presently can be found at
Marshall-Field and J.C. Penn
~•ores
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oncompliance with draft may limit
tudcnts' access to financial aid '
need financial aid and that it

will onJ day •a•in be declared un-

, unlawfully forces those not com~pliant

constitutional bu yet to be ....,.

Riaht or wrona. at the P• cI~ 11t time

to report their crime.

U.S. District Juda• Donald D.

·
1· •

C

Alsop obviously considered their
are constantly complaints
valid. He stivck doWn the
sy rely on PeU Grants, Solomon Amendement declarina that
, j !cud sat Loans. and Sup- it was an unconstitutional bill of at-

cellrar

J,

s

;'

I~

c01t1

&luc:ation Opportunity

Grut1 to hrlp finance their

il.iq.cr and a violation of the student's

~·-·
1'is
pu IJ(l IC or this federal student
aid, taken from the taxpayer's
a
IJ, it to Mlp youna Americans
alt8ia tlloir profeuional 1oals. Unronu...tely, some American men arc
#1 ~owlrilta that our aovernmcnt will

self-incrimination.
.Unfortunately, this ruling was not

..

have passed lealslations resultin1 in
not only the denyina of federal student aid, but also the refusal of state
aid to· males who have violated the
Draft Reaistration Act by not

sustained. On July S, 1984, the
Supreme Court overturned Alsop's
ruling by a vote of six to two, leav-

ing the dreaded Solomon Amend-

ment fully entact.
MIR them. unless they agree to
ID Supi)Ort0f the Supreme Court's
auist it by rqistcrillJ for the Selecruling, Chief Justice Warren E.
tive Se-rvicc.
RCJ*ration for the Selective Ser- Burger said that the amendin.ent lackvice 11 required by 11.w under the ed the clement of compulsion
Dnlft Rqistration Act. Males should necessary in Fifth Amendment violaresister within J<fdays of their 18th tions. He also added that the amendment is not discriminatory. · Accorbinhday.
The only draft eligible males (males aing to him, it treats all nonM'twttn 18 and 26) who arc exempt registrants the same, denying federal
from reaistration arc non-immigrant aid to both the poor and the wealthy.
Supreme .Court Justice Thurgood
aliens and males who arc already in
Marshall critized the majority of the
full-time active military duty.
The Draft Reais1ratiori Act is con- justices for their ''superficial, indeed
troversial, bul it is another law, the cavalier, rejection' ~ of the discriminaSolomon Amendment, lhat links, tion ~rgument . He noted that young
student aid with draft registration men. .from poor and working-class
arid has recently received the criticism fam1l1es were the ones most likely to
seek .education aid.
or many.
When students apply for student
According to CBS anchor Dan
aid rrom the government; their names
are recorded on coinpµtcr tapes. The Rather, other opponents of the
St-lcctivc Service goes through the · Solomon amendment have stated
tapes and tries to eliminate any young that the aniendment turns offteials in·
men who have nbt complied with to ''campus coPs'' and punishes noncomplying students without a trial.
drart reaistration law.
How do ~ Howard students feel
On Jan. 22, 1986 Education
Secretary William Bennett turned about the amendment? Leroy Simover five million names or students, pkins, an engineering major replied ,
asking for aid, to th-c Selective Ser- ''If an American citizen is not willvice on computer tapes . A ing to fight for his country, he or. she
spokesman from the Education · should not be allowed to collect
Deportment said that it will turn over benefits that country has to offer.''
A seriior, who preferred remlin
the names of students seeking government student aid each year from now anonymous said, ''If a man, decides
not to register with the Selective Seron.
One special· interest group from vice for valid religious or political
Minnesota in 1983, took their com- reasons then I see no reason why he
pl;ints to a U.S. District Court . Two should be discriminated against as for
of their complaints .were that the law as financial aid is concerned.''
Whether the Solomon Amendment
discriminates against the poor who
....

not reaistered with the Selective Service to ''pay.''
NOw nine states, includina Ohio,

Fifth Amendment protection against

nof

•

the undefeatable Solomon Amend- _
ment is causina draft ellaible students

registerina ror th• Selective Service.
"Ohio State University is forcina an
in-state resident to pay an extra
2,700, the out-of-state excess tuition
rate, ir he plans to attend their
university because he is not registered
with the Selective Service.
The University o&: Tennessee even
w~t as far as denying admission to ·
a young man whose grades were excellent, simply because he was not
registered with the Selective Service.
In addition to the penalties
unregistered males can rccei~e from
universities, they can also race other
consequences.
Non-registrants cannot receive
federal employment or any form of
employment that requires no criminal
record. Unregistered men can also be
denied certain federal employment
benefits and job training benefits.
These laws restricting non residents have not been ineffective.

•

According to Linda Stalvey, a public
relations official for the NatiOnal
Headquarters of the Selective Service,
draft eligible -men should be commended for their .99 percent compliance rate with legislation.
Stalvey further stressed that the
laws which restrict non-residents are
not meant to penalize them, but to in- '
form them of tl'!c importance of
registering.
If you are among the one percent

or draft eligible males not registered
with the Selective Service and you
have decided to register the procedure
is simple. Unregistred men may

register at any U.S. Postal Office by
placing their name, current address,
and Social Security Number on a
regis!ration card.
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The ftnt bulldinga th.t could be called akyscr•pers were
structures of more than llx stories In which the elev•tor
w the prificilMI meens of trtnsport.
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The first porUble tlmelc11p1r or watch WM produc:1 d
around 1500.
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CAMplls 0RGANiZATioNs Show Us Who YCKI
ARE WiTh A ColoR PhoTo iN OuR
YnRbook.
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. From grade ~
point averages to ' ..
grad school applications to preparing
for the (gasp) real world,
there's one thing that
stan~ out about higher
education.
The higher the education, the
stifler the
•
competition.
But don't despair.
Apple•has two ways to make sure ·
the competition eats )PUl' dust
Just take part in a five minute
demonstration of the Macintmh•
-pmonal compuler.
You1l see how Macintmh can

A~ xi·LAR i ES-ST A

.

I

•

"

RLET .TS,
SwEEThEARTs, CAvAliERS
GREEks-NEopltyr~, .PRophyru
lloNoR
·ANd PRofEssioNAl
0RGANiZATiONS
DENTAL, LAW, DiviNjTy,
Schools
STATE Clubs-LA., Philly,
CEORGiA; NEW y oak
AdMiNisTRATORS ,.

WE
will
EVEN qiV1 you J ..
.:

•

,•

J help you work

. .' better, faster and
··" smarter.
You1l also qualify to
win a Trek• 12-speed touring
bike.Just by showing up.
What's more, }OO'll walk
awaywith a free biqde cap.
And the knowledge that
~ · . }00 can dramat;....\ icallychailge
the muse of
History. Biology. ~d whatever else
}00 maybe studying.
Macintmh and aTrek bike. ,
.Both will do more than beJpyw
get ahead Both~)W
ari~m JOO want to '1-
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HOWARD UNIVERSl'l'Y BOOXSTORE
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ildcats rout- Bison
By Stanley

R.

Vemtt

Hillto p Staff Reporter

The Howard University Bison were
rhe recipients o f another lesson in the
school of hard knocks Saturday, as
the Bethune-Cookman Wildcat s
.manhandled them for a 30-6 win
before 8,50(). at Howard Stadium.
' 'They were just a big, physical
team, and they-just physically beat
us," Bison coach Willie Jeffries said.
The balanced B-CC offense keyed
the assault, amassing 465 total yards
- 226 through the air and 239 on the
ground. Wildcat reserve quarterback
Anthony Thomas, who played like a
bona fide starter , accounted for the
passing yardage, completing 19 or 31
passes. Obie Bullard, who had 108
yards on 12 carries. and Kevin Finnie, who picked another 41 yards and
added two touchdowns, were responsmte fQJ most o f the groundwork ..
i The lone Bison score came · just
seven second s into th.e second
quarter . One play after the Bison
took over on their own 31-yard line,
Lee Debose picked up 51 yar"d s on a
quarterback keeper. and the Bison
had a first down on the B-CC 14-yard
line. Harvey Reed took il from there,
scoring his first touchdown of the

season. John Harvell missed the ex- nie capped a 52-yard drive with a
tra point and the Bison took a 6-0 twO-yard touchdown run that providlead . •
ed the final margin of victory.
The Wildcats put together a
B-CC coach Larry Little said his
10-play. 41-yard drive on their next team's execution and lack of turpossession. Manny Manolas' 36-yard novers were the difference in the
field goal was the result, and that . game .
made it 6-3.
''I told our team before the game,
After the ensuing kickoff, on first if we can keep from hurting
down from the Howard 22-yard line, ourSelves. we can win the game,•.• he
Recd fumbled and Chris Stewart
said.
recovered for the Wildcats . Thomas
On the other hand, Jeffries said the
hit Remi Watson with a 22-yard Bison offense, which has been
touchdown pass on the next play.
lackluster the past two weeks, just
Manqlas' ·extra point gave the· didn't do what it took to win .
Wildcats a ·10-6 lead at halftime.
_ ''We didn't play well offensively
During the second half, the last week, and we certainly didn't
Wildcats simply wore down the Bison play well offensively today," Jeffries
defense with their ball-control of- said in a post-game interview. ''I
fense , keeping Biscin defenders on the tl:tought we blew our chances early
field for over 10 minutes during the on, when we didn't get a large lead . ••
third quarter .
Jeffries did, however, commend
Andre Harper scored on a 14-yard the Bison defense, which he said,
run midway through the third quarter ''gave us three quaners of gpad ootto widen the 8-CC lead to 17-6. - - ball."
. The Wildcats made it 24-6 with the
Overall, he said he was not pleasfirst of Finnie's touchdowns, three · ed, ''not happy with the team's perminutes into the final period, on a formance, and when asked if he
two-yeard run. The touchdown was - thought the Bison gave up after fallset up by Of:.boses's fumble at the ing behind in the second bald · he
Howard 36-yeard line . Finnie's responded, ''Sure did. 11
•
touchdown came five play~ later .
The Bison will try again for their
B-CC added another touchdown in
first Conference win tomorrow when
the fourth quarter to ice the win. Fin- they visit South Carolina State.
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Two teams in similar predicaments
meet tomorrow when the Bison travel
to Orangeburg, S.C. to face the
South Carolina State Bulldogs.
Both teams are 1-2 going into the
game, and have lost oqce in confer.once play. The loser of S,a turday's
game almost certainly will be
eliminated from contention for the
Mid-Eastern ·Athletic Conference
title .
In additiOn to their 34-11 conference loss to North Carolina A&T,
the BulldOJS lost to Furman 34-7 last
week. Their only victory this season
was a 31-6 rout of Elizabeth City
State last week . The Bison lost to
Bethune-Cookman 30-6 last week.
South carolina State lcadS the
career series 13-2-0 over the Bison.
They have won the last 12 meetings,
including a 27-21 Win last year.
Dennis Thomas, who is in his first
year as a head coach after serving as
an assistant at Alcorn State since
1975, is the new Bulldog coacltl:oming to South Carolina State from an
assistant's position at Alcorn State,
is the Bulldogs' head coach.
Thomas utilizes a platoon system
on offense, which features two senior.
quarterbacks who share playing time.
When the Bulldogs look to run the
ball, Charles Glaze, who has 141

Howard vs. S.C. State

S.C. State
Location: Orangeburg, S.C.
Nickname: Bulldogs
Conference:MEAC
Reconl:l-2

Coach:Dennis Thomas
Career vs; Howard: 13.-2-0
Last Meeting: 1985
Won. 27 - 21
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Hilltop Staff Reporter

The men's tennis team won the
Salisbury Tournament last weekend,
scoring 34 points over second~place
Geor1e Washington (31 P<>!nts) and
· West Chester (27 points).
·
"Winning Salisbury hu 1ot lo be
a tremendous boost· for the kids,••
Coach LJrry Strickland said. "This
was iruly a tremendous victory every~
day was a factor in our winni111. ''
''A top point-aetter for us 191
Robert Bryant (sophomoRJ. We lilao
1ot a bi& ~cepeed boost from
freshmen, rRobert Crawford,''
Strickland oaid.
Cap«ioin Haywood Willis, a junior.
oaid. "Robert Crawford and Bobby

f

Bryant brouaht in ihe most pointS (<:>r
us by staying in the m•in draw [Fliaht
B Singles]." Bryant won the main
draw in three sets (6-2,0-6, 7-5)
apinst teammate Robert Crajwford.
"Kenneth Lee played an entire day
with cramps and won every match,
which certainly helped also.'"
! Strickland said. Lee Iott in the main
draw and went to the Feed·inConsolation Tournament (Fliaht A
Singles] and went to the finals.
"The last singles match (in the
semi.finals aaainst Htwar from·
University Maryland Balitmore Cant·
pus) clinched the touniament."' w~
said. Willis won 6-0,6-2. His win
broke the tie between Oeorae
Washinston and Howard and took.
Willis to the finals. In the fmm,
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Don'tnen think oftlmlUDCJOUl'em~

mentopUona. .. beoa\181we wouldn't. At the
National. Security Aeenoy, we'w devtaed a Profeaslonal Quallllo&Uon TEST (PQT) Ul&t might
prove Just how perfect ;you'd be for an un.haard
of challenge-an NSA O&NOr.
Your job would be 1mpol'l&nt to our .)o.b . We
analyze foretSn oommunlOa&lotlll. We oafacuard
th.ls nat.ton'a 'fttal oommunlol.UOna. We NOUl"8

•

tomorrow'$ 1tate-of·th•art technologts1. All
for a nry good cause: Anierioa'a N&tionfl
Seourtty.
•
The PQT ts your first step toward quali!y1nl
for one or the National. 8eour1ty ~noy'a
O&l'Ml' !lelda. If ,test ....Wta lndle&ta good potenual, an 1'8A re.pi 111nt&Uft wW. be in toueh to
eet up U1 inter'ftew. You'll have theoh&noe,
then, to explore th• p&rttoul&ra of opportun1ttee in dat& QBtema, informaUon IClenoe,
l&n.&Uaet, oommunloauona Uld management.
So do 10methtng am art for 70unelf. Pick up
the PQT bulletin at your plooemen• office. Or
write to NS.A. for & oopy, aoon. ~on is
frM, but fortM mum be IW.lftd no l&ter t.han
Oolo- IOOl. , . . datel' ll&twdo,y, Ooto- li6UI.
U JOU 're a &Nd•1a&e With a Baahelor'1 or
,
Muier'I dell I inBleotrio&l/.BJ.eot.ronio/Com·

-

puter Bn11n11rtne, OompuMr Aatencw_ or a
81&'11.0. NearButernor •atan >an«t 1 111.10u get

•

f.

bre·k; no*'neo1111ry. Juateohedule an in·
tirvtew wtt.h our l'IPJ'I ••natin throUCh your
pl&oement omoe.
Give the PQT a oh&noe to prowe what you can
do wtt.h Int41>19 noe.
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Rt&'l*IF by Ook>ber lOUl toW)'e NSA'a
Plot~
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Qt1a11no1tton T M.

•

Willis played his teammate Lee adn
won 6-2, 6-4.
In the doubles, senior Joe Majar
and Crawford teamed up to win the
Feed-in·Consolation Tournament
8-5. Strickland said, he and the coach
from George WashillJlon decided to
play only one set since they were only playin1 for individual 1rophies at
this point.
, •'The tournament brou~t out the
ability the team had. This was the
first time that everybody played up ·
to their potential,"! he llid.
''This is a very excitina team and
I think people 1bould come out and
see them perform," StricklaM oaid.
The Bison face Ooorae Wash!=
at •nneter Tennis Coun on
day at 3:30.

'

,

government oomputer systems. All uatnc

yards rushing on 21 carries and a
touchdown, is the man Thomas
counts• on.
He is joined in the backfield by
juqior tailback James Miller (142
yards, one touchdown), and junior
fullback William Du Bose (153 yards
on 31 carries).
·
south Carolina State's passing
quarterback is Roscoe Darnell, who
has completed 19 of 40 passes for 338
Yards and three touchdowns. He has
. two dependa61e receivers in seniors
Edwin Glass (eight receptions for 16S
yards and two touchdowns). and
Robert Tyler (10 receptions for 135
·yards) .
Defensively, the Bulldogs are led
by senior lin backer Leroy Mathii,
who lea th:e team with 31 tackles.
Junior defensive back Dwayne
Harper is . close behind with 24
tackles . Defensive tackle John Bates
has -17 tackles and one sack.
If the Bison are planning to win the
game, they must contain the State offense, which ran up 633 total yards
against the Bison last year. They must
also rertl;ain in the game during the second half. Opponents have burned
the Bison for SS second half points
in ihree games, while only allowing
the Bison 2S.
. The game marks Bison coach
Willie Jeffries' second return to his
alnia mater.
Gametime is 1 p.m.
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Netters take Salisbury tourney
By Dtulene EJUs
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Bison visit S. C. State
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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By Stanley R. Verrett
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described him as a ''blue chi.,eper.'' chance. He said he thinks even more
Sidney Jennings
He believes that Chappell IS an abci...lli runtiiD11 in the OlymID_cs. ~
Hill1op Starr Reporter
- ''SiRce i - was a small Child, I've
''outstanding competitor'' and' ex· dreamed of running in the Olmpics,''
pects him . to grow lµld mature and he said. He says that mainly because
of people continue
. hto be one of the best run- of his kick return success the
C onsider the number
, .
·
ners 1n t e program. •
possibility of pro football entered(pr
his
who participate in co1legiate
at hiettcs.
,Now count the number that n:ia~e
As a high school st&ndout, Chap- : mind. ''I would like to do either
o
significant achievements . The list . pell was recruited by schools such as - football or olympics) .. · I'll keep
grows smaller and smaller. One per- Jackson State, University of Miami, running and see what happens. Right
son who makes this list of achievers University of Tennessee, University now it's whatever comes first.''
is the Bison's kick returner and of Louisville,. and West Virginia, in .. Chappell, whose major is conreceiver Curtis Chappell'.
addition to Howard University. sumer studies, likes· Howard's
'
Chappell said, ''I chose Howard academic environment. ''I really like
Chappell, after three weeks of because it was one of the schools truit what I'm studying.'' He notes that
play, leads the nation (Di~ision I AA) "would let me run track as well as play originally he planned to transfer from
in kickoff returns with a . 39.6 football. 1 also like Howard's theSchootofHitmanEcologytothe
yd / return average . He fini$hed the academic progra_m.''
School of Business.
· 1985 season second with a 28.5
yd / return average . In addition,
The swift, six foot, 16()..pounder
''I began to enjoy my classes,'' so
Chappell also had .five recept!ons was not always content: His first year the athlete decided to stay in the
totalling 63 yards to lead the Bison at Howard was not pleasant. He ex- school and declared a major.
receivers .
pe"rienced the problems of a typical
Playing two sports and pllrsuing a
!resh~an - homesickness and social degree takes most of Chappell's time.
A junior from Miami, Fla. Chap- 1solat1on, and then some.
. H
he docs occas"onally
find
1
pell is satisfied with his performance
. He said, ''They di~ things totally ti~:C:: ~elax. He said , ••1 enjoy
thus far this season . '-' Although I different here. The systef!l was not JllOvies. I also like to swim and play
missed spring practice because of the same. I c~e from a high school J_tennis. '' Describing himself as ''one
track, I think 1'.m off to a grCat where throwing the footb&!l was the of the nicest guys you'll meet on camstan," he said. ' 'If I can prevent in- name of the game. J:lere, it seemed pus," Chappell believes that he had
juries, I think I will be even more sue- to me that all we did was run the to overcome the sterotype of coming
ccssful this season. '"
ball.''
from Miami.
In addition to his contributions to
Chaj>pell also had problems dealHe said, ''When I told people I was
the football team, Chappell is also a ing with the climate in Washington. from Miami, they acted as though~
standout member of the Howard '' I just couldn't get use to the people from Miam~ do is sell drugs
track team. At the Penn Relays, com· . was coId . It or pie
· k r.
•- t h at
.
weat h er. . . Man, .1t
11g hts. " H ~now t h"1n~
peting against over 3,CX>O athletes 1h is didn't get , cold in Miami until people's attitudes Rave changed - he
past spring, Chappell ran a 44 .0 7 January. Here in D.C. it gets cold in notes that he has changed his. ''I'm
quarter mile split in the mile relay• September,'' he said.
really enjoying myself. I think that
setting a new Howard record .
'"" I ad t I'll be bl t
During these difficult times, Chap- wnen gr ua e
a e o secure
''I love to run . 4 .my mother was pell said he thought about transfcrr- a good job and provide for a famia runner, my father was a runner. All ing 10 Jackson State (Miss.). ly.''
my brothers and sisters Were runners. However, his sisters advised him to
Chappell's attitude about football
It's a family tradition,'' said C hap- stay at Howard.
also has changed. He said, ''We arc
pell who contributes his s uccess in
· ced
w d
Now. he is glad that he did. Chan.. more exper1en
now. e un ersboth sports to his ''God-given'' talent
,.. t d h
t
I th" k
ready
pell's achievements in track and f~t- an t c sys cm.
in we are
· speed.
"
ball have opened doors for him. They 10 play ball."
William Moultrie, head track have allowed him to receive an educaChappell said he has -done much
coach ·and athletic director, said , tion and offered him the option of growing mentally whi,le here at
''Curtis has tremendous potential . making a career in the athletic world. Howard. ''I've learned t.o bud.get my .
He made the difference in our relay He said that he often thinks about time well :i.nd do the things that Med
team this past year .'' The coach playing pro. f~tball if given the to be done - studying and training.''

Bison quarterback John Jovis runs the option in the Bison's 30-6 MEAC loss to Bethune-Cookman .
•
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Homecoming events ·planned.
I

From page t
Gospel Concert a1 6 p.m. in Cram- fra1erni1ies cant1ot participate in !he disco in the Punchoul, Tarrot Card
ton ·Auditorium, which will be activities due to t1nfortunate ci r- reading, a: showing of ''Thf: Co lor
presented in conjunction with WYBC c11msta11ces, I still feel tha1 the show Purple''at 9 p .m . , a Jazz Ensemble
l 340AM. This year's theme is will have the ,san1e degree of in1pact in the Hilltop Lounge, and Black''\\' hen \Ve Are Weak, Toge1her \V e . ;.1s it had las! )'Car.''
jack, Roule1te and Crap games. ProAre Strong.'' Along Witffthe Howard
The show is· expected 10 sell out \ idence said a highlight of the event
gospel choir, th~ will be several 011ce again and Battle said ''I hope \\•ill be a'' Blizzard of Bucks'' ga1ne
guest perforn1er~ · including The
C\'Cryo11e con1es oul beca l1Se I 1_hin.~ shO\\', i11 whi ch contestan'ts compete
Ri chard SrnaliY.' OOd Singer~ of the sllO\\' is goi11g to be cl)•t1antite.
io enter a g lass chamber to grab as
Washing1on, D.C . and Minister
''Brillia11 t·e '86, ··is the the111e for · much money as possible.
Thon1as Whit.field and Co. fron1
tl1e Hon1eco n1i11g Fasl1io11 ShO\\',
Tl1e Ho111eco1ni11g parade is
Detroit, Michigan .
sched11led for Oct.9 at 7:30 11.n1 . in scheduled t'or 8 a.n1. on Oct. 11.
H oY.'ard students will gee a chance
C ra111con A11ditoriu111 .
,
Float s from \'arious organizations
10 see their friends and col-leagues
Coordinator Sandra Jorda11 said, a11d several high school bands will
• displa}' their si11ging, dar1cing and ''Tonie, britlia11ce n1ea11 s sple11dor, 111art·h do,vn 4th and Brya11t Streets
dra111atic tale11t i11 the Varie1}· ShO\\'.
r<ldia111..·e. ex..:itc111e111 a11d e11erg)' . i11 Celebration of a \veek full of
11 scheduled for Ocr.6 at 7 p.n1. i11
l "l1i s is \\•!1at \\'ill be displtl)'ed at al'!1\.:1t1es.
Cramton .A..uditorium
HO\\'ard's Ho111 t.•co 111i11g 1t1is )'ear.··
Later the sa111e day, the HO\\'ard
The Hon1ecoming co111mit-tee has
Tht' shO\\' '''ill fc~1t11re 1·ashio11s Bi son pi1 brains and bra\vn against
added a 11e,,· e\•cnt 10 the Hon1 eco111fro111 s11..: l1 dl'sig1ters as Ed B11rke of \\1i11sto11-Sa len1 State in the newlyi11g line-up, 1..·alled ''Mo10\\'n Con1es
Bu rke-0- \\"it is. 1\KIN Leath er, Vi11 - rc1lO\'a1ed football field. A victorv
to H O\\'ard, ''scheduled for Oct. 7 at
~·"111 Vah, Ja111cs l\·l i.: Q11;1~· . 1\ lfred part)' \\•ill i111 1nediatei)' folio\\' on the
7 p.111. in the Blackbl1rn Cen1er
~1 111 g , L;1C:1ge. Sig11alurt·s. Dt1a11 e 111ai11 ca11rpus.
1
1
Ballr00n1 . The e\'e11t· is a lip sync co11\ \ <1.lki..·r. 1';11111er)' \\ est, Mo11di, Joa11
t>rovide nce said 600 t icke! packet s
test fea(l1ri11g partit·ipants portra) ing
a11d q:1\•id . n 11d Brass· Boot. Special for tl1e '''eek-long fes1i\ ities \\·ere sold
fa\'oritt' l\1 oto,,·n artists. and a fe'''
e111ertair1n1t•t11 \\•ii! be pcr·for111ed by c_)tJI 011 Sept.22 in five hours. In others fro1n 1 the l960' s to 1he earl)" K im Jordat1, a 198~ Ho'''ard alt1111na . di,·idua\ tickets '''iii go 011 sale Sept.29
1970's. Artists Sl1..:h as Ja111es BrO\\'tl,
··11 sl1ot1 ld be \'Cr)' Sl1C1..·cssft1!, \\·i1t1 ac 10 .:1.111 . Tickets are nO\\' 011 sa le for
Dia11a Ross and The Suprt.'ntes.
a lot of e111t1t1si:1s1n ~111d ~'1 101 of col- 1l1e Gospel and Pop Co11cert.
$te\•ie \\'onder a11d J\•1arvi11 Ga)'t' \viii
ors. It 's a sho\\' 1t1a1 \'Ot1 ,,·011'1 \\'a111
\\' ilk i11 s saicf the Homeco n1ing
, bt· i111perso11a1ed in co111petitior1 for
lo 11Tiss. ''Sa11dr~1 J ofda11 s;1id.
Co1111nittcc subn1i tted a total budge!
prizes in this 11e"· 1..·0111est.
011 Oct. 10. Ho,,·ardfest is schcdt1l- of $105.000 to 1he Homecoming
Stepping ,,·ill be the main at1ra.:ed 1·or noo11 011 l·a 111pt1s a11d i11 lllt' . Polii.:~' Board, a budget \\'hich exceeds
tio11 at the Greek ShO\\' on 0..:1.8 al
Blackbur11 <.."c11!t'r. Rt•stat1ran1.., \\·ill tl1a1 of last )'Car's.
7 p.nl. i11 Burr G)' Ill , HO\\'ard's
s 1 r,·e san1 1)!t·s ,,f tl1eir (!e!ii.::1t·ies.
'"Ttie activitcs !ta\; ~ i11creased thi s
t"raternil)' chap1ers of .l\.lph a Ph i
prias \\ill bt· g.i\ c11 3\\a~· a11d J)COplt· ~· e;1r a11d \\'e J1a\•e_bee11 a~e to secu re
Alpha. Phi Beta Sign1a a11d Alpha
'''itl get ;1 ,:t1;111('C to \\"itilt'SS 1hc tl1e fl111ds. \\1e are si mpl)' in a posiPhi Omega a11d sorori l)' 1..·haptcrs of cr'o \\'11i r1g of \I r . .H o,, ardfes1.
1io11 ,,·J1ere \\'C ·ha,•e expa11 dcd on
Alpha Kappa .A.lpha, Delta Sig111a'
At 6 p.111 .. a pep r;1\I)' to ge 11t·ratc H o111t•co111i1tg and \\'C are ·offeri11g
Theta, Zeta Phi Beta a11d Sigma
e1~thusias 111 for 1/1t' ll()l·o111i11g g:11lll' r11orc. ''
Gan1111a Rho will sing and step to , ·ie
\\'1\t be l1eld i11 tilt' \'alle\·. K:1..,i110 Nit('
for first place in the co1npetition.
" 'ill be feattl rl'd l;1ter {11 1l1t' e\·c11i11g f...'1 1<1t' 1\ '1>t'/ A."t'/(·!1 co11rrib11tt>fl to rl1is
Greek ShO\\' coordi.n ator Ezelle ac 9 J). 111. i11 tl1e Blai:kb11rn Ct•111cr. rt'(X lrl
Battle said ''I think 1he Greek ShO\\' Tl1e,Six1h A1111ual K;1si110 Nitt', spo11 \\"ill be as su..:cessful and as positi\•e so red b)' 1he Blai.;kb11rr1 Cc 11t er. \\·ill
as last year. Though some of 1he
feature recreatio11 i:t·111er l!<IJllt'\, a
1

'

'
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bus 1s an hour late, \Ve " 'ill pul a ca ll it's u1111c..:cCssaru a11d llllt'a llt'd for.
forth to the di spatch r," Coleman ,..\\ill be out there 10 \\'t11i.:l1 a11d repor1
said. ''Between the · student. tt1e · any behavioral problc111s of stl1dc11ts
dispat cher and muself, -" 'e \l.'ill er~' to 10 tlieifhatl cour11..·ils to see dist·ipli11t·
_ identify the problem and ... make su re is take11 place.''
i·t doeso ' t reoccur .'' He added, ''If it
doesm we " 'ill ask that the driver be
''One of ot1r (H0\\;1rd U11i,·cr..,iremoved.''
Colen1an said that .he has n1e1 " 'ith t)·'_., ) 11l<1jor roles i ... t<l l1e!p ') lt1d1.•11t ...
representatives of 1!1e East' Coast de\·elop inio t'i,·il a11d i.:011rltt'ot1s IJt'OParlo r Tours bus company to gi\'C plc. '' said C0le111•1r1.
s1uden! co mplaints. '' \Ve ha,·c been
pretly much on top of the bus ,\)'Stent.
111 order to 1..·orrei.:1 1..'tl111plai11t . .
but we need help from the st udent s.'' Stl1de111s 111 ake about tl1c st1t11tle \t'rHe also added that the students ,·i..:e. student s 11111..,1 also 1n<tl..e S() 111e
sho~ld not push a'.nd shove \\'hen gel - cha 11ges. ''\\' c."Cnco11r:1gl' stt1cle111s lllll
ting on the bu sses.
to " ·ail u111il tl1c last 111i11111t· for
··1 see no reason why so 111e of o ur st11de11t s to bo;1rd .tilt' b11s. ·· ..,;1id
s1uden1s should be so rude as to pu sh Cole111a11 .
.
ans shove and be discourteou s to
He said e.xtr<t btiscs n1igl11 1101 ..,,l l\e
operators," Coleman sa id , ··1 fh1 nk proble111s of O\eri.:ro,,d i11g.

How do you feel about the District
council's decision to raise the
·
.
drinking age from 18 to 21?
,

' -, ~'J:

'

F'rom pa~e I_
·: 1r 1l1rt.'e buses ,,·ere availabl e
tlll')'"d (!> ludent s) do rhc same thing.
11 \\'Ol1ld 111akc therrf \\'ait e\·e11 la1er

:\r\ ine Bradf1lrd

Trac)· Julien
Ps)·cholog)'
Senior
St. Louis, Misso11ri

I do not feel tl1at rai si11g 1l1e dri11king age f ro111 18 10 21 \\'ill 111ake a ,·er)·
big difference i11 tl1e 11l1n1ber of
1ninors \\'ho (lbt<1i11 al1..·o t1ol i11 il1e
9\'erall nt1111ber Oi atcol1ol related
traffic accide111 s. It is i11t·redibl\' eaS\'
to obtai11 alcohol b(·i.:all'>t' 111a11~; 1i111c.s
n1inors arc not as ked to J)rl·se111 idetl1ificatio11 upo11 reqt1es1 fl>r al1..·oho!.
Min ors can a\s0 obtc1i r1 alt·ot10! fro111
legal ci ti zc 11 s. O\·era\1, I feel 1l1a1 if
the niinors real l)· '''<111t 1t1e alcol1ol
1l1ey \\"ill gel it 011t.· \\a~· c>r a11ot!1t·r
jtJSt a s the)' /1a\'C i11 tht• 11~l SI.

'

~

. ··1fl•1..•l111:11r:1i si 11g1l1e dri 11k i11g age:.•
l.'l a pos1i\·1.· 'lep i111!1e rig/11 clire1..·tion
to ctirb ;1l1..·ol1olic co11sl1111 1J1io 11
<lltl()Jlg irrt•..,po11 ... ible 1ee11•1gi:r~. The
l1ill l1a~ ~0111L' r"-'11erl·t1~sro 1 1s like 1l1c
··gra11clf;11l1"-·r ..:l;1t1st''' 1t1a1 ,,·ill "-·11able
il·c11ag"-•rs ,,·110 arl' :1lre:1d~· 18 to
dri11k. 'btit 1!1c ir11e111io11of1!1e bill \\·ill
111;11..t· l!l'tti11iz al1..·ol10! \ l'f\' 1ot1l!l1 for
111i11t.1r~. I Ill-lll1g!11 1t1a1 1l1is de:·isio11
~~:1 s 111•111<!•1!1.)r~· :ifter re:1di1 1g abol11
1111..· ~· 011r1g ll'C11~1gc ... frt,111 ~la r~· la11d
\\ 110 \\t're killt'(i i11 ;1 11 ;1.:i.:idc111 ~IS :1
r1..·sl1lt of dri 11ki 11g \\ l1ill· i111oxica1ed .

•

I

--~-

Tt1rct' days a110, Colerna11 had a
111;111agcr~ ·111eeti11°'g \\'iih Ro r1 Chenick.
gl'Tll'r•tl 111a11agcr; C li11to 11 Scott, 1..·hief
<lper:11or; a11d Bob Co llegeman,
Jlreside111.
Tl~l' bl1s schcdl1les \\'ill be'c t1angcd
''ift1 51111011 sc l1edulc s rece i\' i11g
priori1 ~· at1e111io11. Tl1e TlC\\' schedules
, J1ot1ld be ··co111plete a11d effective''
l1~· 11 e.xt l\<1onda)', according to East
( 'oast official s. I11clud ed in the ne\\'
~.:t1c:dule is a 10:08 express bus to
S' llltOll.
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B)·ron ''BJ'' Harri s

in the Tiffany Building in New York City.

•

~

~NIKE~

In 1857, the first power passenger elevator was installed,

'

I support tl1e decisio11 to raise 1he
dri11ki 11g a ge fro111 18 to 21 in the
Dis1ric1. I do not 1·eel 1l1at thi s is an
arJS\\"t•r to all of the problems of
:1li.:o hol ab11se a11101lg tcenagcrs,
H O\\'e\'er. tlte dei.:ision ''' ill make i1
r11ore difficl1lt for 1he111 co obtain it.
:\ lso. 1l1is '''ill stop reside1,1ts of
J\l c1r~· l;111d :111d \ 1 irgi11ia, \\'here the
clri11king ag(' is 21, fron1 coining to
\\':1sl1i11gl()11 to go bar hopping to
11t1rt·h.:1s1.· ;1li.:ohol.

10 g.~·1 0 11 a bus and ,,·c"d s1ill have tl1e
~ar11c problen1. ·'

~-:hl_,,,,,~j

.'

Mar-lene A. \\'righl
P ublil· Rela tio ns
Junior
C.:t1 lumbus. Ohit1

U ndcl·idl•tl
Jt1ni1•r
_
\\"asl1i n)!t1ln ,, I) . c_·.

'
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Shuttle Bus complaints

f

Page 11

Kt·nnclh Sa'')"t•r
1'' inanct•
S11p humurt•
Ht1uslt1n, l "t•xas

!\11Jnil·a Jat•kson
Psycho l o~)·
Chemislr)·
Senior
Soph1lmore
Dublin. Georghl
C.:hieago, Illin ois
··1 think the deci sio 11 10 r:1i se 1he
Till' ("o t1111..· i!'~ (!1.·i.:i ,i 011 tcl raise the
If the Dislri ct col1nc il' s decisio11 to
drinking age is an e.x.:ellcnt idca (lri11ki11 g •l~l' i' poi111le..,s if the i11i.:r{'ase tl1e dririking age goes into efbecause it \\•ill inake it 1nore di ffii.;lilt
··gra11tlf<.1 tl1cr i.:l:1l1se·· is allO\\"Cd to fet·t 1/1en the purpo se \\•ill be'.
for person s \\•110 are 1101 respo11sible.
,tt111d . If 1l1L' Cot111..:il allo,,· people defeated. It '''ill be defeated fqr l\\'O
to acquire alcoholic be\· erage~ .
\\llo arL' alreacl\· 18· to drink. the p11rposes. The first. the ··gran d'fatl1er
Others 111a)' argue 1l1a1 111i11ors ., ,·ill Co u11,:il.l1••" dcft•atl·d tl1c p11rpose of i:lal1se'' '''ill enable th.ose 18 )'ears ot·
still acquire ali.:o'holic be,·cragcs. but
r:1i:'.iOg 1he dri11ki11g ag(' for 1!1ose · age before Oc1ober to drir1k. Seco11d.
a ma11datory drinki11g age
21 \\'ill ~· 0t1 11 g <1dt1!1.., \\l10 t1<1,·e ab11~cd their 1l1osc \\'ho '''ill be affec1ed b)' this
n1ake it. moi;:e--rli fficult to get ali.:ohol. clri11ki11g pri\ ilt•g.c~.
la\\'". \\·ill be 111ore dctern1ined to see k
And if yoll do not bclie\•e 111e, go ar1d
otl1cr 111ean.., to get ar1d i.:onsu n1e
research the topic for )'Ourself. I ha\·e
alcol1ol.
. Sprakt1ut lt'XI and pt10tos compiled
and the
fact " 'ill Sl1bstant iate Ill)' opi,,
b) Allt'n J. llr11'' n.
n1on .

or

AVAILABLE

NOW!

'Stay in School'

Busin'ess

irompag•'
posals a11d tl1e11~gg\ng then1. After

'' 1\ ppl) ing for 1l1e ''Sta)' In School
Progran1'' is a \ ' Cr~· si r11ple pro_c ess. ''
From page J
Alto11 Gadse 11 s11i d. a 1986 H o,,·ard
J\!1a)'Or Marion Barr)' \\~I~ <>1..·hedliled as the guest speaker o f tl1e recc1)- graduate. '' 1\ fter I decided \\'hat t)'PC
tion, but \\'as unable 10 attend. Aft er of job I ' ' 'a11ted. I \\'Cllt to the
the vie"•i11g of ''7th and T'', a F i11a11acial Aid ©ffii:e ,,·t1cre I filled
out a Sta11dard Forn1 171, itO\\'C\'er,
Tele ~co pe Prod uctiOns \•ideo depicting the hi Story of the U Street area, the forms took abdtit t\\"O \VC('ks to
prOfCSS. ''
3\\'ards '''ere presented to 1he l\1inoriAftcr the proper forms are fillled
ty Business Opportunit}' Comn1ission
honorees. All of the busi ness a\\·ard- Olli and processed. Gadson. took
tltem to hi s desired place of employed have been in operation for 20 or
111ent, \\'here he \\·as i111cr,:ic"'ed a11d
more .years.
.
Award recip ient in cluded Cecelia hired.
Once enrolled a stt1dent can remain
Scott, of Cecelia's Res1aurant ; DO)'le
Mitcllell, president of lndus1rial Ba11k i11 the ''Stay 111 Sc hool Program'' as
\Vashington'; Mary J effersd11, jazz long as the)· arc a full - time
singer; Ed\\'ard Fagens; Fa~·imo u11dergraduate, a re in good standing,
Service; Willim Lee, of Le~sW\\'er and n1aintains a 2.0 GPA .
''Because the program keeps it's
and Card Shop; Norman Jar vis, of
jarvis Funeral Home; Duke of Duke doors -ope11ed for the s1udents, it \\'ill
Shoe Shine ; Jimm)' l\'lc Feil and be \\'ise to keep ·copies of the applications Standard Form 171 for fu1urc
Lesle)' H<iyes.
·
Charlene Dre\\·-Jarvi s cit)' co u11 - use ,·· Gasden sai d.
Gadsen re1nained in the program
cilwoman at-large and men1ber of the
housing and economiC"de,·elopment for three yea rs \vhile atte11ding
HO\\'ard. In those three years he at committee, spoke after the a\\'ards
pre se ntation , Jar,•is said that tai11ed four jobs, not in cluding his
although the federal gO\'.,.ernment is i11ternships.
''M)'• fir sl job I received in ''The
not doing much for black businesses,
''\Ve are for1una1e to ha\ e a mayor Sta)' In School Program'' \\•as The
who in inceres1ed in black bu si nesses National Science Foundation,' ' he
said . '' I '''Orked as a clerk which ingro,ving and prospering .''
The city co11ncil"'oma11, \\'Ito par- 1 eluded suc h duties _as coding Pfo1

logging the111, I sent a certain nl!n1ber
of 1he111 011t."
'' I also \\'Orked at !he E11\'iron111ental Protei.:tio11 1\ ge11c~·. '' adding,
''This job i11cludt·d \\Ca\•ers sessio11.
t)'pi11g, fili11g, proofreadi11g, etc.'' In
tl1e sa 111 e building I \\Orked ''' ilh 'the
audio visl1al department. This job i11eluded telepron1pting, working with
compt1ters·, \\'Ord processors, et,c. In
other \\'Ords, there are a variety of
jobs available to the student s."
l
Once emplO)' mcnt is es1ablished. a
schedl1lc is ge11erated around the student' s class sc hedule. Each stude11t is
required to ,,·ork 16-20 hours per
\\'Cek .
''The pa)' is great!'' Gadse11 added.
According to Gadsc11 and Davis,
students of the G \\1 2 standard carnings are $10,500 G \V3 $ 11 .500. and
GS4 $1 1,500.
During n1y non-payi11g Sl1n1111cr i11tcr11ships, I earned mo11C)' througl1
the ''Stay in Schoo l Program,"
Gadsen said ''I definitely recom111end
the ''Stay In School Program'' for
all HO\\'ard st ude111s. It gives st udent s
a rcalistical look at the real world. As
a resu lt of " 'or k ing in professional
c11v ironn1ent, students are influe11ced to be more independent, respo11_1; ible, a11~ n1ore mature .

1
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DC 20011

TRAINING ACADEMY

~

i. ~us

offers professional hairbraiding.
1-:°'FER
hairweaving classes and haircare-seminars ~
For more information write:
5401 14th Street, NW. Wosh in'Qton. DC 20011
o• call (202.) 723-1827 or (202) 723-9382

ticipated in the revitali zation of the
U St. corridor, encouraged the audience to attend the various business
workshops given lhrough Sep1ember
22-26, a s part of J\.1ED \\'eek.
Myron Green, a first year resident
of Washingron, says tht the Minori ty Enterprise Week workshops have
helped her 10 make contacts and ·give
her the skills to begin her own co m puter developm~nt busines.
''The U St. corridor is a legacy of
history and a testament of flourishing
black businesses, " Freddi Moody,
MED Week coordinator, said. '' \Ve
can only do so much to keep it alive.
The community needs to join
toget her and support one ano1he r so
1hat we can preserve this legacy for
our chi ldren .to see.''

1

Drinking
From page J
Deairic.:h Hunter, presiCient of the
Black stude11t s Union at American
Unviersi1y said, ' '\Ve arc old enough
to bu)' a bar, but '''e are not old
e11ough Eo drink in it.''
Council Chairman Dave C larke
(D-At Large) said the council \viii be
\\'3lching legislation i11 Maryland and
Virginia on similar issues that pose to
tl1reat tO youth in the Dis1rict. Clarke
said issues like gun laws that make
pu rchiasing firearms more difficult in
the Di slrict should also be watched
closely by the council and media . ·
~

'

\

RAP

From page 8

·Take )' our Man'' is a local p3.r1y
fa,•orite, according to local deejays.
Fresh Gordon's ''My Fila'' is a clever
1 an s,ver to 'you-know-who's' Adidas.
1
1

Mantronix's late st
release,
''Bassline'' has some fresh lyrics but
the beat is simi lar to their last hit
''Fresh is the Word." Mantronix also
prod_u ced T LA Rock's lastest cut en
ti1led '' Breaking rBells.'' It's a hard
1 rap y,·ith plenty of catchy percussion.
4
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~The MARYt..ANO aue will hold Cenerof
Elec!ions

VETERAN STUDENTS
Veteran Students enrolled in Communications or liberal Arts
are interested in toking the Physjcol Education
Exemption Examination ore requested to
notify the Veteroris Offic'e-on campuslmmediotelv. Rm . 211. Admin. Blda .

wno

A TIENTION ALL MISSOURI RESIDENTS.
Club St.Louis will hold its first meeting
on T~esdoy Sept. 30 at 5:00 p.m. in Rm
131 Douglass Holl. ·

on Septernlier 30,

CAUJNG

Tuesday, at
6:30 p.m. in room 116, 'Qougloss Holl .
Old and new members ore welcome to
attend!

ALL TAl,INJW PIOPLEI
Interested ·in the business and artistic
aspects of the' perfofming and visual
arts? The Howard Players are looking for

The ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Incorporated will be
sponsoring o Voter Registration Drive on
fridoy, September 26, 1986 from 11 om
until 2 pm·. The Howard Community is
encouraged to come and to register to
vote .

creative and dedicated artists, business
minded individuals, communicotiOn moiors. and anyone intetested in all aspects.
of theot!icol production. Auditions and
interviews will be on Wednesday, October 1, ond ·Thursday. October 2, at
5:00 p.m . in the Experimental Theatre
Space in the College of Fine Arts. For further info. coll 636-5768 or 332-0186.

NABA - Notional Association of Block
Accountants will be sponsoring a Car
NEW SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
MODEllNG OPPORTUNITIES
Wash Soturdoy September 27, B om to GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
5 pm in the Engineering parking lot . S.CHOLARSHIPS IN COMMUNICATION
'
SINISTAR
Anything on wheels con be washed . -.; SENE $10:00 to : ·
fashion for the dong'erous femole
- - - - - - - - - -·- SMC ENTERPRISES.
coll (301)'649-6991
NABA - Notional Association of. Block
1840 Vermont Ave. NW
'
Accountants' General Body Meeting
WASHINGTON,• D.C. 20001
SXI WEEKEND GETAWAY
Tuesday, September 30, 11 om qnd 4pm
Howard .Un iversity Support Stoff
ANNOUNCEMENT
Room 322 . Topics wilt include upcoming
Organization (HUSSQ) is sponsoring o
THE NATIONAL BLACK LEADERSHIP
events for the year .
- ski trip to Pocono Manor Resort. Pocono
ROUNDTABALE, WHICH IS CHAIRED BY
CATCH THE NABA SPIRIT
Monor, Po . includes :
CONGRESSMAN WALTER E. FAUN·
Roundtrip transportation
TROY, IS RECRUITIING VOLUNTEER
ATIENTIONI ATIENTION! Beoheodof
2 nights occomodotion
your class when you ioin TH~ BISON IN- ·WORKERS FOR THREE BLACK CON·
Welcome party
GRESSIONAL CANDIDATES , FAYE
1 - FORM.A. TlON NETWORK! Practical exLive entertainment & shows
WILLIAMS IN LOUISIANA ' S BTH
. perience in every aspect of television proFR~E skiing
DISTRICT; MIKE ESPY IS MISSISSIPPl"S
duction. Every Th ursday, third floor
for more informOfion contact :
2ND DISTRICT ; AND BOBBY
IN
school of commun ications . The legacy
Pot Horris: 636-6048
VIRGINA'S lST DISTRICT . if ELECTED IN
begins .
Richard Myers-: 636-6488
NOVEMBER, THEY W ill BE THE FIRST
ATTENTION NEW STUDENTSlll
BLACKS TO REPRESENT THEIR STATES
LOUISIANA .
· THE UNIVERSITY COUNSELING SER·
SINCE RECONSTRUTION . TRANSPOR·
CLUB MEETING
VICE WILL SPONSOR ITS THIRD AN·
TA TION TO THE TARGET DISTRICTS IS
MANDATORY ELECTION
• NUAL OPEN HOUSE ON TUESDAY
FREE . FORMOREINFORMATION , CALL
Of OFFICERS
SEPTEMBER30, 1986FROM 10,00o .m.
265-0193 .
WEDNESDAY SEPT . 24
UNTIL· 3 ,00 p.m. AT THE STUDENT
N .O .B.U.C.S. is sponsoring o lecture by
7 ,00 P.M :
RESOURCE CENTER . STUDENTS ARE INDR . Betty Nyongoni on ''The Nature of
DOUGLASS HALL RM .
VITEO TO JOIN THE FESTIVITIES ANO. Block Colleges ." The lecture will I be held
Film-Seminar; Islamic Power Program;
GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE STAFF Sept . 30. at 7:00 p .m. in Locke Holl .
Thur . Oct. 2;
AND SERVICES AVAILABLE AT UCS.
MASSACHUSEI IS RESIDENTS
7- lOpm ; Blackburn Ctr . Forum.
FOR INFORMATION , CALL 636-6870 . THE MASSACHUSETIS CLUB Will MEET

-

ATTENTION ALL•
The

New

Yorkers ' s Club L .T . D .

THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS CLUB WILL
HOLD A GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 1, 1986 AT
5,3QP .M. IN LOCKE HALL ROOM 105._

Pageant is being held this Wednesday,

The Notional Organization ·of Block
University and College Students is sponsoring o Comrf!unity Cleon-Up Day Sot .,
October 4 between 9:00 o .m. and 1:00
p .m. Those interested in being volunteers
or sponsors should coll 636--0983 .

ATIENT10N! !

October 1, 1986. YOU KNOW WHAT
TIME IT ISl!llll!! '

The Howord University Student Joumo1
of Philosophy. seeks original designs for
the cover of its Winter issue . Submit oil
designs to the Deportment of Philosophy,
Locke Holl, 228 . Phone : 636.osl 1.

'
Al IENTION JOURNALIST:

ATIENTION!I
Publication Production Workshop Sotur- · The H6word University Student.Journal
Lday Sept . 27, 1986. at 10:000 .m. in t1ic:
Of Philosophy is now reviewing ortic Ies,
H II
book
d f1
·
d
Undergrado te Li b rory l ecture
a .
on
i m' crit(ques an commenGuest Speakers : Jeon Fox-Alston and tories for its- Winter issuel Subm it
Cheryl Eaves. Graphic Arts Specialist for manuscripts to the Deportment of
the Washington Post .
•
Phi losoj:>hy, Locke Holl , 228 . Phone
.PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY 636-68ll .
Ond their SiNSUOUS STARLilS <0rdiol·
ly in.Vite you to A NIGHT Of FUN this Attention : THE TEXAS CLUB w ill be hovFriday at the R.S. 'V.P .. Waterside ing 0 meeting on Thursday. October 2,
Moll-401 Eye Street, Southwest . FREE 1986 in room 116 in Douglass Holl . All
ADMISSK>NBefore lO:OOP .M . With An studentsfromTexosareencourgogedto

me out whon lho
times were rough (esp. this w11l:Md).
I'll treasure our· friendship until the 9nd
Thanks for helping

of time .
Noskilove

To Ceeon
, Happy 18th Birthday!!
love your '' Big'' sister

•

Kelli,

I still love you. Take me bock. Your NUPE

To Ceeon
Happy
Birthday
love Kim (your adopted big sister! I!)

TAJ BOOX SERVICE
Students-Faculty : Top pric9s paid for used and unwonted Textbooks with Resole
Market Value. Tim Jones 722-0701 . TAJ
Book Service . _Support a Student
Enterprise .

··

To Bambi •
don't be ofroid to osk, he won't soy no
Waka - Wok.a! .
The one who knows and loves you
knows what thi~ means
Giant Shopper

IF YOU CAN'T FLY ...
RIDE WITH USll I

. THE MICHIGAN <(LUB

Sony,
Congrod! Your legal Tender now!
Happy -21 from someone who truly
cores as much as you do .
Your Secret Invader

The Michigan Club of H.U. is SPOnsoring a trip to the HOWARD
vs .MOREHOUSE Gome (Morehouse
Homecoming) November 7, 1~86 to
November 9, 1986 ·

To Wesley "
I hope that our relationship will flourish
love Alesia
Mon dieu: Toke core. don't despair, I'll
soon be there, Love, Teddy Bear.
The Liberal Arts Student Council congrotulotoes Georgette Greenlee on her
title of Miss College of li~rol Arts .
6-A-86
' with o temporary love
What' s wrong
thing?!
EMPTY

My Dearest Marc,
...,_ Seb .;
.Thank you for o fobulous .._..,eek~nd . I I' m glad I finally met someone who con
wtll always remember our first dinner cheer me up, even when I'm not dow·n.
dote together (9/ 21 / 86) . Stoy as sweet ,
Ms. Goodbor
and as cordial as you ore . I love you . PS . l' rri look ing forward to this
Lisa
week-end .

ROUNDTRIP
'
S90.00 (Bus & Hotel)

ITENERARY FOR TRIP:

t. Tllan. No•ember6

12 m;dn;ght deport Cromton
To l.H .
Auditodum
"--. Thank you for the beautiful flower
2. Friday November 7
from o·beoutiful person!
11 <QO o.m. (approx .) Arrive in Allon·
love olwoys, C .C.
ta, GA. Marriot Hotel (Courtland &
Intern . Blvd)

To all my friends, especiolly those in Architecture and Plann ing, who expressed
their condolences ond gave their support,
I con only soy one thing
..... Thon ks .
',
Tony

3. Sat. No•ember I
Roundtrip transportation available to

game .

BRING DUES.

10:00 a.m. (approx .) depart Atlanta,

~·

Happy Birthday, Dee Dee. Don ' t
celebrate too much this week . So'-'B some
bananas for me for homecoming .
love always, ·r erence

Congratulations
To oll the new Student Amobossodors
The Student Recruitment Office

EARN EASY EXTRA SS HELPING WITH
STUDENT LIFESYLE SURVERYS. CALL
REBECCA HUDSON (COLLECT), (818)
763-7747 (BAM TO 5PM, WEST COAST
TIME)

THURSDAY, OCT. 2, ot 6 •00 p .m. in
DOUGLASS HALL, Rm 143. PLEASE

Cl ASClfRED

Crys ond Kef.

from the MidWest.

scon

ATTENTION: HEALTH
PROFESSIONS MAJORS!

,
Ta the lutuno JD' s.
Our dream may seem impossibte but
through perseverance it will materialize!
Good luck on the LSAT-Oongl
''The Esquire BKA Mr. Miles

HOWARD UNMRSITY SUPPORT STAFF
ORGANIZATION is sponsoring a shop:
ping trip to Reading, Po . Shopping
!>istrict, November 1, 1986. Cost is S23.
For more information contact :
Joy<:e Fulton 636-5534
Richard ,'\Ayers 636-6488
Elaine Atkinson 636-7565

4. Sunday No•emlier 9
GA . Arrive ot Cromton Auditorium
11 <00 p .m .
.
--~---- .

Vi<ki.
'--1 know I just met you from a photograph,
Africa• Royal Halnlol for
•Price does not include ticket to the game , but I like to toke another picture of you
• s•iet of FJeaut FPllllom
••A Student Activity authorized trip .
anyway .
.
For the enchanting Cleopatra hairdo and
'' DO.N ' T YOU HAVE AN EXCITING Duron The Most Muscular Nupe on the
other African Royal one! elegant hair- .
IDEA?''
. ''Yard ''
dos including twists. weaving, ·wropp- ·
BUT NO MONEY?
To : Craig Bedford
ing , cornrowing braids etc . ot reasonable
..1 AM INTERESTED IN INVESTING.
We know you ore desperate for o
prices coll 291-3004 .
SEND INQUIRES."
hilltopic that' s why this one in not for
YMCA
POST OFFICE BOX 19812
S
TON
C 2003 .00
you . ,Happy Birthday GRAIG COLLINS!
6 -vu 12
Positions teaching children creative dance
WA HING
, 0. .
love
ot S6 .00 per hour . Coll 398·2600 . Moy
The Campus Pols
1ead to full-time summer job The Community News has a poid staff
(PSYCH)
position open for 0 Photo-Lob tech . All
opportunitie;s .
interested
parties
should
coll
Activist . Hove fun v-.:hile you get paid and 636-5511 /5512 and leove 0 message f9r
TO : Sonia , Traci, Kim, Ollie, Jaw, and
gain electoral and fundroising exDeon Levin ton .
Godfrey, let' scontinuethegoodtimes .
pedence . CITIZEN Al:TION flghh apor· ,,,,,,..,,..,,;
,,,.......,,._,
Di~n~r ot 111Y ploc!'"~OO~I
theid , contro-oid, and the right wing.
·
Love,
CITIZEN ACTION works for toxic cleon.Blue Alphabet
up, affordable health core, banking
To Stoey Richardson :
Crystal,
reform and progressive candidates .
Much love to you always .
· Con
we
do '. '
the
do
••

Tonya,
Congratulations on your title Miss
Sc'hool of Engineering. Good luck 'in the
Pageant .
Cheryl
Florido Club Meeting on Tuesday,
September30, 1986ot7:00p.m . in S-2:1
cf Douglass Holl.

'

Ms. G. V .P. l .A .S.C . Md2B.D.S.TC.P.
The last three weeks hove been live,
but what about ihe upcoming weeks?
love
'' Undomesticated' '
CAPTAIN SCARLET. Don't w d-rry I do
love you , perhaps more than I ever hove.
I promi~ . it wilt get B.EITER .
love
The loSt Angel
•
HAPPY Bl~HDAY • MS. SHERYL
ROBINSON!!tl!!
.

* Hi 11

topic~

*

dUe ·M•Q ndOy
-· ~·
_

5
PM
at

-

•

invite
bonus
011ernoons.
·-~1N~V~l~T~A~Tl;O;N~
. ~Se;ee;~o;n;y~S;IG;MA;;;:f;o~r;o~n~a~tt~en;d~.~Du~es;;o;f;five;;do;;llo;~~m;;us;t;be;po;;ido~·.,. :;:~5~
, 1~5~.9~,77.,cw
4~5~c~nN~0eo~~r~~~t~ro~
. =S~5~/;h~r.~p;lu;s::;Bi=~J;oh~n~:::::::::::::::'::::::;;-;::::::::M;;;os;t~M;u~sc~u~lo~r~KA;;Y~::::::~:;:=:::=:=:::=::::::::~'
I

Advertise!!! l<

ATTENTION HOWARDITES!!!

•

.Advertising Policies

AND MAKE A GOOD INCOME WHILE AITENDING
SCHOOL?

Call Ms. Jasper at

636-686 7-68

CLASSIFIED C

:•WOULD
gg ~g~ YOU
~~f~b'J6K~JiE~~~~SONAL SKILLS
LIKE TO MEET INTERESTING PEOPLE

In

•

I

*ARE 'you 21 OR OVER

•

.The Hillto~

(

Personals

IF YOU ANSWERED "YES" TO THESE QUESTIONS, CALL
462-4667 TO INQUIRE ABOUT BARTENDER TRAINING
AND PLACEMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY TRAVEL AND
'
LODGING DYNAMICS (TLD) .

••

0 Per59nal ads will be charged $2.00 not to exceed 15
words; personal ads over 15 words'will be additionally
charged S1.00 for every five words over the lill)it.
0 TM HU/top editorial staff reserves the right not to
print personal ads (Hilliopics) that are deemed to be profane, defamatory, or liableousl

•

Campus Organizations

-

.'

_.

0 If an organization is placing a cl.ossified ad for th& purr

''

I

'

.

pose of announcing a m•ing, seminar, or non-profit
making event, there is no charge if the classified od is ·
under 30 words. There will be a $1.00 charge for every
five words over the 30 word limit.
,
0 If the organization is sponsoring an event thot will.
be a profit-making venture ( i.e., parties, selling of
flowers, caberet, etc.) the charge will be S5.00 for 2Q
words or under and S1.00 extra charged far every five
additional words.

~

I

,
•

'

Senidrs last chance
to be photographed · for ·
the Bison Yearbook
.

I .

'

.

'--

'

Sept. 29, 1986 Monday 12:00 - 5:00
Sept. 30, 1986 Tuesday 9:00 - 12:00
Music Listening Room Blackburn ,C~nter

Local Companies/Agencies
.

0 A flat rate of S10.00 for' 20 words wiU be i;hoi'gl!t
to companie5 wishing to advertise in 7"' 1l8!bp.

,

'

. Individuals
0 Individuals who wish to place a classified ad for tlW

'

sellino or annoull(ing a _,..
be ctw;irged SS.00 for 20 VIOi ds and S1.00 for
words over 20 words.
pu1 pose of buying,

.

'

'

•

•

